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PROBLEM A: 
CHARACTERISTICS OF HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
AND 'IBEIR FARMS 
A Special Problem in Lieu of Thesis 
In Partial Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for the Degree 
Master of Science 
by 




I. TIIE SIWATION AND NEED FOR THE STUDY 
In the four year period, 1962-65, dairying ranked third in 
importance as a source of agricultural income in Tennessee (20:1). * 
Annual receipts averaged about 85 million dollars for the period of 
1961-65. Also, there were approximately 444, 000 dairy cows in Tennessee 
in 1965. Average milk production per Tennessee cow that year was only 
5, 000 pounds, while the average American cow was producing 8, 080 pounds 
(18:1) . Some research (19:1) suggests that manufacturing milk produc­
tion per cow of less than 5, 500 pounds is unprofitable, and that cows 
producing below that amount should be culled and replaced. 
Henry County is located in the northeast corner of the Western 
Division of Tennessee. It is bordered on the north by the state of 
Kentucky, on the east by the Tennessee River and by Benton County. The 
south boundary is with Carroll County and the west boundary with Weakley 
County. The· agriculture of the county is rather diversified, a little 
more than one-half of the agricultural income coming from the sale of 
livestock products and a little under one-half coming from the sale of 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the 
bibliography; those after the colon are page numbers. 
1 
crops. Dairying ranks third in importance and is exceeded only in 
dollar value by the sale of cattle and calves and by: crops (5:2 17) . 
2 
Manufacturing milk production started on the increase in 1950 
when Pet Milk Company located a buying plant at Paris, Tennessee. Three 
field men were assigned to Henry and six surrounding counties to establish 
routes and work with producers on recommended management practices lead­
ing to high prod uction. 
This plant reached a high of 1, 385 patrons during 1954. The 
counties of Benton, Carroll, Decatur, Henderson, Stewart, and Calloway 
furnished about one-third of these producers according to Pet Milk 
records. There was a decline of 813 Henry County producers in the 
period from 1954-65. The decline was due partially to the increase in 
production of Grade A milk from 23 producers in 1955 to 75 by 1963 
(17:2). During that period two buyers began purchasing milk in the 
county, namely Ryan Milk Company and Seal test where previously only 
the plant operated by Paris Dairy Company was buying Grade A milk in 
Henry County. 
Another factor causing a decline was the increase in employment 
opportunities for farm people provided by Holly Carburetor, Clippard 
Instrument and other industries coming into the county, which caused 
many of them to eventually quit milking cows. 
Weakley County Dairy purchases milk from 22 producers along the 
western edge of the county, which is used partly for Grade A and partly 
for manufacturing. This market became available in 1958, and has 
continued to the present. 
3 
Problems identified in the Annual Project III Plan of Work for 
Fiscal Year 1965 included the following: 1) there is lack of an adequate 
supply of quality feed (especially hay and silage); 2) too few dairymen 
are using artifical breeding; 3) most dairymen in Tennessee do not keep 
adequate records; 4) many housing and milking facilities are inadequate 
and/or inefficient; 5) mastitis continues to be a common disease in 
dairy herds throughout the State; and 6) use of too much or too little 
insecticide in the control of flies and other insect pests poses pro­
blems of high bacterial counts and/or contamination. The basis for 
identification of the foregoing problem has mainly been that of observa­
tion of the coonty Extension staff members. Judging by the lack of 
available literature, further research needs to be done in selected 
counties to try to ascertain which.recommended production and management 
practices manufacturing milk producers are using and why they are and 
are not using them. Based on such knowledge, educational plans shruld 
be developed for use in teaching dairymen to do a better job in the 
management of their herds in order to receive increased net returns per 
cow and per herd (17:2). 
It is anticipated that further Extension plans in the county will 
include coordination of promising ways identified by this study for 
increasing Henry County milk production to a more profitable level with 
emphasis on increased net returns for the manufacturing milk_producers. 
II. TIIE PURPOSE OF nm STUDY 
4 
This specific study, then was guided by the following purpose: 
to determine the characteristics of Henry County dairymen, and their 
farms, whose herds produced in high, middle, and low thirds in terms of 
average pounds of butterfat per cow in 1964. 
III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Very limited inf ormation was available on the characteristics of 
manufacturing milk producers in Tennessee and their farms. 
Based on data from a survey of 25 Tennessee plants purchasing 
manufacturing milk in 1961, Chappell (6:1) noted that producers shift� 
ing to elevated stalls from stables or no milking facilities increased 
milk production per cow an average of 12.2 percent by the end of the 
second year 
Also, the addition of silage to dairy rations was shown to 
increase milk production a average of 14.5 percent over no silage. (Less 
than two percent of the herds having fewer than 10 cows were being fed 
silage�) 
Ellmore (11:3) reported on a Virginia survey conducted in 1960. 
The 7,225 farms reporting represented 69 percent of the producers of 
manufacturing milk in the state. The total number of farms reporting 
milk cows decreased 40 percent from 1954 to 1960. The survey showed 
the averag� milk producer to be SO years old, to have completed eight 
years of schooling, and to be milking seven cows with an average 
5 
production per cow of 5,700 pounds annually. Approximately ,one-fifth 
of the producers used milking machines, one-third used electric milk 
coolers and one out of seven used silos . Beef bulls were used for 
breeding 63 percent of the cows . 
A 1964 study of 20 Grade A dairymen in Anderson County, Tennessee, 
by O'Neal (13:25) revealed that levels of milk production were related 
to the quality of the feed used and to the management ability of the 
producer. 
Though not dealing specifically with manufacturing milk produc­
tion Shearon (17:63), based on a 1963 survey of the 60 Grade A dairymen 
in Henry County found that they: 
1 .  Averaged 51 years of age, those in the high butterfat produc­
tion third being slightly younger than those in the low production third . 
2. Had little over nine years formal education at all production 
levels. 
3 .  Were generally known by the county agent, more high than low 
producers being known . 
4 .  Had a receptive attitude toward the survey in all production 
groups. 
5 .  Had an average gross family income of $19,339, high producers 
averaging almost double the income reported by the low . 
6. Produced an average of 325 pounds of butterfat and 8,133 
pounds of milk per cow, high producers having nearly twice the produc­
tion recorded for the low . 
6 
7. Received the major share of their incomes from dairying. 
8. Operated farms averaging 195 acres in size, high producers 
having larger farms than the low producers 
9. Milked 31 cows, high producers milking an average of 34 and 
lcw 29. 
10. Had an average of about three registered cows per herd. 
11. Generally produced most of their replacement heifers. 
12. Had a total median bacterial count of 16,000 -- the high 
recording less than one-half that for the low. 
Shearon felt that educational programs planned to meet the needs 
of Henry County Grade A dairymen should consider the wide ranges found 
in educational level, the needs for motivation and attitude changes, 
radical age differences and extreme differences in facilities used by 
these dairymen. The similarities between the Shearon study and the 
present one will become obvious -- though differences between charac­
teristics of Grade A and manufacturing milk pro ducers might be expected. 
IV. METHODS 
For the purpose of this study the total population of 132 pro­
ducers was randomly sampled, and 75 producers (57 percent) were selected 
for interview. The manufacturing milk producers were divided into three 
groups of 25 each according to the butterfat production per cow in 1964. 
Table I shows the groups and the actual range of butterfat production 
for each group. 
TABLE I 
NUMBERS OF HENRY COUNTY MANU FACTURING MILK PRODUC ERS IN THE 
BUTTERFAT PRODUC T ION GROUPS ACCORDING TO RANGES IN 
BUTTERFAT PRODUCTION PER COW BASED ON 
1964 F IGURE S  
7 
Range of Butter fat 
Average Per CCM Number of Production Per Cow 
Butter fat Production Producers Withi n Groups 
Group I nterviewed (Pou nds) 
Low 25 77 lb. - 200 lb. 
Medium 25 208 lb. - 260 lb. 
High 25 261 lb. - 454 lb. 
Total 75 77 lb. - 454 lb. 
8 
A copy of the survey schedule form is included in the Appendix. 
It was made up of 45 questions to be completed by personal interview. 
The average time spent with each respondent was approximately 45 minutes, 
seven surveys being the largest number completed in any one day . . The 
local buyer of manufacturing milk (Pet Milk Company) furnished necessary 
information concerning pounds of milk sold, butterfat, and average 
bacterial count. 
After the survey was completed, the interviewer answered eight 
judgement questions concerning the respondent . The questions related 
to the respondent's interest, attitude, rating with regard to the value 
and condition of the herd, and how well the interviewer knew the respon­
dent. 
The manufacturing milk producers ranged in average butterfat pro­
duction per cow from 77 to 454 pounds with an average production of 
243 pounds. Grade A producers in the same type of survey in Henry County 
a year earlier averaged 82 pounds higher with about the same variation 
in each of the three production thirds. 
Analysis was made of data in simple numbers and percents, and 
main comparisons were made between high and low production groups. 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I. DEGREE TO WHICH INTERVIEWER KNEW MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS 
The interviewer was acquainted with more than one-third (35 per­
cent) of the producers and knew them either very well or fairly well 
as shown in Table II. One-half of these producers were in the high pro­
duction group. 
Fifty-four percent (41 producers) were not very well known by the 
interviewer and apparently had had relatively little contact with county 
Extension personnel. 
Eight producers were not known by the interviewer. 
II . RESPONDENT'S A 'ITI WDE TOWARD THE SURVEY 
Table III shows that the interviewer was well-received by 96 
percent of the producers. Two were considered indifferent and one 
antagonistic; however, all cooperated by answering the questions. It 
was necessary to make it clear to some of the producers that the informa­
tion wruld be kept confidential. The same relatively friendly attitude 





DEGREE TO WHICH INTERVIEWER KNEW ALL HENRY CClJNTY MANUFACTURING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Degree to Which All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Interviewer Knew Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Res2ondent No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Very Well 14 19 6 24 3 12 5 20 
Fairly Well 12 16 7 28 1 4 4 16 
Not Very Wel 1 41 54 10 40 19 76 12 48 
Not At All 8 11 2 8 2 8 4 16 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
TABLE III 
INTERVIEWER'S ESTIMATE OF THE A TTITIJDES OF ALL HENRY CClJNTY 
MANUFACTURING 'MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, , HIGH'; �MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS ·rowARD THE SURVEY BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS* 
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Attitude All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Toward the Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Survei No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Friendly 46 61 17 68 14 56 15 60 
Somewhat 
Friendly 26 35 6 24 10 40 10 40 
Indifferent 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
Antagonistic 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
'111' 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
III. EDUCATIONAL LEVELS 
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Table IV indicates that the educational level seemed to have some 
effect on the placings in the production groups. The average· grade level 
for the entire group was 8.6 years. Less than one-half (46 percent) the 
producers had 9 or more years of schooling . When high and low producers 
wete;1 compared, it was found that 68 percent of the former and only 44 
percent of the latter had nine or more years. The average grad_e level 
for the high producers was 9.6 years compared to 8.5 for the low pro­
ducers. 
IV. AGE GROUPS 
Table V shows only one year difference in ages of the high and 
low groups (54 and 53 respectively) . The medium producers average age 
of 46 was eight years younger than that of the high group . Therefore, 
it would seem that age did not appear to be a characteristic distinguish­
ing between high and low production groups. 
V. GROSS FAMILY INCOME 
Gross family income averaged $4,945 for the 73 producers who 
answered this question as shewn in Table VI. High producers averaged 
$5, 480, while low producers who answered averaged $4,130 . 
Fifty-one percent of all those interviewed reported gross family 
incomes of $4,000 or more, more high producers ( 76 percent) being included 
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TABLE IV 
EDUCATIONAL LEVELS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACWRING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LCM PRODOCERS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE EDUCATIONAL GRADE LEVELS* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Educational Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Grade Level No . % No. % No. % No. % 
None 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
1-4 (elementary) 4 5 2 8 1 4 1 4 
5-7 15 20 2 8 8 32 5 20 
8 21 28· 4 16 10 40 7 28 
9-11 17 23 8 32 4 16 5 20 
12 14 19 7 28 2 8 5 20 
1-4 (college) 3 4 2 8 0 0 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
A verage Educational 
Level 8.6 9.6 7.8 8.5 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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TABLE V 
AGE GROUPS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACWRING MILK PRODUCERS 
INTERVIa.lED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE AGES* 
All Dairymen High· Medium· Low 
Age Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Category No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Under 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 - 34 3 4 1 4 2 8 0 0 
35 - 44 1 2  1 6  4 1 6  2 8 6-- 24 
45 - 54 23 31 9 36 7 28 7 28 
55 - 64 28 37 7 28 11· 44 IO 40 
65 or more 9 12  4 1 6  3 12  2 8 
Total 75 1 00 25 1 00 25 1 00 25 1 00 
Average age 50 years 54 years · 46 years 53 years 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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TABLE VI 
TOTAL 1964 GROSS FAMILY INCOME OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCE RS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS, AND 
AVERAGE INCOMES* 
Total Gross A 11 Dairymen H igh Medium Low 
Family Income Interv iewed Producers Producers Producers 
Category No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Not Answered 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
$O-i999 5 7 3 12 0 0 2 8 
2000-3999 29 39 3 12 13 52 13 52 
4000-5999 22 29 IO 40 7 28 5 20 
6000-7999 8 11 5 20 2 8 I 4 
8000-9999 4 5 2 8 I 4 I 4 
I0,000-11,999 3 4 2 8 I 4 0 0 
12,000-13,999 I I 0 0 0 0 I 4 
14,000-15,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16,000-17,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18,000-19,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20,000-21,999 I 1 0 0 I 4 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Averaging for Those 
Reporting 4,945 5,480 5,160 4,130 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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in this grouping than low (32 percent) . Thus, there seems to be a rela­
tion between production and gross family income.  
Sixty Grade A producers in Henry County the previous year averaged 
$19,339. This wide difference of some $14,000 indicates the possiblity 
of considerable opportunity for improvement for manufacturing milk pro­
ducers. 
VI. STAGES IN THE ADOPT! ON PROCESS 
Following each interview, the respondent was rated by the inter­
viewer with respect to his adoption of recommended dairy management 
practices in general. Table VII discloses that the high producers (3.2 
points) were scored between "Soon after the fi rst few" and "Sooner 
than average", while low producers (2. 7) rated between "Sooner than 
average" and "A little latter than most. " There was little difference 
in the scores of the medium and low producers. 
VII. SEX GROUPS 
Fourteen of the respondents were females; however, only three of 
them had sole responsibility for the management of the dairy herd. Two 
of the women having complete managerial responsibility were in the high 
production group and one was in the low. Very little difference was to 
be noted due to sex. 
In 11 of the interviews both husband and wife participated in 
answering the questions. 
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TABLE VII 
INTERVIEWER ' S  OPINION OF STAGES OF THE ADOPTION PROCESS REPRESENTED 
BY ALL HENRY COUNTY PRODUC ERS INTERVI EWED
,' 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUC ERS , IN TERMS ,OF NEW RECOMMENDED DAIRY . MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICES , BY NUMBERS .AND PERCENTS* 
Stage in Adopti on 
of New Dairy Man-
agement Prac t ices 
Among the f ir st 
few ( 5  points)  
Soon after f irst  
few (4  points)  
Sooner than aver-
age ( 3  points) 
A l ittle later 
than most  
( 2  point s) 
Among the l a st 
few ( 1  point ) 
Total 
Average Stage 
A l l  Da irymen 
I nterviewed 
N o . % 
7 9 
1 6  2 1  
20 27 
23 31  
9 1 2  
75 1 00 




No . % No . % 
4 1 6  0 0 
8 32 5 20  
4 1 6  8 32 
8 32 1 0  40 
1 4 2 8 
2 5  100 25  1 00 
3 . 2 · 2 .  6 
point s  points 
*Percent s are rounded to nearest  whole number . 
Low 
Produc er s 
No . % 
3 1 2 
3 1 2  
8 32 
5 20  
6 24  
25  100 
2 . 7 
point s 
VIII .  INTEREST IN DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT 
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Table VIII shows the ratings given by the interviewer with re gard 
to the producer's interest in improving his level of dairy herd manage­
ment. These ratings were given numerical numbers with those receiving 
a "Not interested" rating zero (0) and the ratings of "Indifferent", 
"Somewhat interested" and "Very interested" receiving ratings of 1, 2, 
and 3 respectively . 
The high producers (2 .2  points) rated between "Somewhat" and ' 'Very 
interested", while the low producer (1.8 points) were between "Indif­
ferent" and "Somewhat interested".  
IL MAJOR OCCUPATIONS 
Eighty-four percent of the producers were classed full-time 
farmers (Table IX) . Six high producers, three medium and three low 
producers received income from sources off th e farm . 
X. MAJOR FARM ENTERPRISES 
Dairying was the major farm enterprise on 36 percent of the farms 
in the study (see Table X) . More of the high producers (36 percent) 
than the low (28 percent) received most of their income from the dairy­
ing enterprise. 
"General farming" was the second most frequently mentioned major 
farm enterprise, 27 percent of the dairymen (36 percent of the high and 
24 percent of the low) reporting. Fifteen percent of all dairymen listed 
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TABLE VIII 
INTERVIEWER ' S  OPINION OF 'IBE INTEREST OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUCERS, IN 
IMPROVING THEIR LEVELS OF DAIRY HERD MANAGEMENT B Y  : 
NUMBER S AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE INTERES'fk 
Degree of Interest 













Al l Dairymen 
Interviewed 
No . % 
4 6 
10  13  







No . % No . % 
1 4 1 4 
1 4 3 1 2  
15  60 1 6 64 
8 32 5 20  
25 1 00 25 1 00 
2 . 2 2 . 0 
points points 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
Low 
Producers 
No . % 
2 8 
6 24 
1 2  48 
5 20 
25 1 00 
1 . 8 
points 
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TABLE I X  
MAJOR OCCUPATIONS OF ALL HENRY COUN'IY MANUFAC TIJRING MILK PRODUCER S 
I NTERVI EWED , HI GH ,  MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUC ERS BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS* 
Al l . Dairymen High Medium Low 
Maj or Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Occu2ation No . % No. % No . % No .  % 
Ful l -time Farmer 63 84 19 76 2 2  88 22 88 
Part-time Farmer 1 2  16 6 24 3 1 2  3 12 
Total 75 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 25  100 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
TABLE X 
MAJOR FARM ENTERPRISES OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTIJRING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVI EWED , HIGH,  MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUCERS BY 
NUMBERS AND PERC ENTS* 
2 1 
Al 1 Dairymen High Med ium Low 
Major Farm Interviewed Producer s Pr oducers Producers  
Enterpri se No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Dairy 2 7  3 6  9 36  11 44 7 2 8  
General Farming 20  2 7  9 36  5 2 0  6 24 
Nonfarme r 11- 1 5  5 20 4 1 6  2 8 
Tobacc o  7 9 1 - 4 3 1 2 3 1 2  
Cotton 5 6 0 0 1 4 4 1 6  
Beef 2 3 0 0 1 4 1 4 
Other Live stock 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Other farm 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 8 
Total 7 5  1 00 25  1 00 25  1 00 25  1 00 
*Percent s are rounded t o  the nearest  whole number .  
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themselves as nonfarmers, more high producers (20 percent) than low (8 
percent falling in this category . 
Twenty-eight percent of the low producers were cotton and tobacco 
raisers. 
XI. . TOTAL FARM ACREAGE 
Table XI shows a wide range in fram acreages from 25 to 550 
acres per farm. The high producers, with an average of 1 59 acres, had 
6 total farm acres more than the low group. The medium group average 
was much lower with 1 15 acres. The average of 142 acres for the manufact­
uring milk producers is almost the sane as the county average of 140 
acres (5: 147) . 
XII .  TOTAL CROPLAND ACREAGE 
Eighty -eight percent of the farms had cropland acreages of less 
than 1 50 acres ( Table· XII) . The high producers ' farms had an average 
of 101  acres compared to 8 1  acres for the medium producers and 91 acres 
for the low producers. 
XIII . CCMS MILKED 
Size of Herd 
Table XIII  indicates that the averaged si zed herd for the entire 
group was 10  cows, with a range of from 2 through 34 . It is interesting 
to note that the high producers milked from 3 through 16 cows, while the 
low producer range was from 2 through 34. Only one produc er milked more 
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TABLE XI 
TOTAL FARM ACREAGE CATEGOR IES OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED , HI GH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY 
NUMB ERS A ND  PERCENTS AND AVERAGE FARM ACR ES* 
Total Farm Al l Da irymen High Med ium Low 
Ac reage Inte rv iewed Produc er s  Produc e r s  Pr oducer s 
I nterval N o .  % No . % No .  % No . % 
Under so 8 11 4 16 3 12 1 4 
50-99 17 2 3  2 8 8 32 7 2 8  
100 -149 26 35 7 28  10 40 9 36 
150-199 13 17 7 28  2 8 4 16 
2 00 -249 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
2 5 0 -299 3 4 2 8 0 0 1 4 
300-349 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
350-399 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
400 -449 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
450 -499 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
500 -549 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
5 50 -600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 5  100 25  100 25  100 2 5  100 
Average Ac re s  
I n  Farm . 14-Z-- 159 115 15 3 
*Percent s are r ounded to near e st whole number . 
TABLE XII 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACREAGE CATEGORIES OF ALL HENRY COUNTY 
MANUFACTU�ING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, 
MEDIUM AND L(X.l PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND 
P ERCENTS, AN� AV ERAGE ACRES* 
Total Cropland Al 1 Dairymen High Medium 
24 
Low 
Acreage Interviewed . Produc ers . Producers Producers 
Interval No . % No. % No . % No. % 
0 -49 1 6  21 5 20 6 24 5 20 
50-99 3 3  . 44 8 32 1 3  52 1 2  48 
1 00-149 1 7  23 7 28 - 4 1 6  6 24 
150-199 6 8 4 16  1 4 1 4 
200 -249 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
250 -299 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
300-349 1 1 0 0 0 0 · . 1  4 
350 -399 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
400 -450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 75 1 00 25 1 00 25 100 25 100 
Average Acres 
in Cropland 9 1 1 01 81 91 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XIII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF COWS MILKED BY ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTIJR ING 
MILK PRODUCERS IN 1 964 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , AND 
AVERAGE HERD SIZE* 
Herd S ize Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
I nterval in Interviewed Produc er s Pr oducer s Pr oduc er s  
Number o f  Cows No . % No . % No . % No . % 
2-5 1 4  1 9  4 16 3 1 2  7 28 
6 - 1 0 35 47 1 2  48 14 56 9 36 
1 1 - 1 5  1 9  25 8 32 5 20 6 24 
16 -20 4 5 1 4 1 4 2 8 
21 -25 2 3 0 0 2 8 0 0 
26- 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
31 -35 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Tot al 75 1 00 25 1 00 25 100 25 1 00 
Ac tual Aver age 
Herd Size 1 0  c ow s  9 c ows 1 0  c ows 10  c ows 
Range · 2-34 c ows 3-16 cows 5 -25 c ows 2-34 c ows 
*Percent s are rou nded to  the neare st whole number .  
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than 3 0  cows and he was in the l ow  butterfat group . The average herd 
size of 10  cows was approximately one-third the size of the average 
Grade A herd in the county in 1963  ( 1 7 : 2 2 ) . 
Registered Cows 
As seen in Table XIV , whil e only 3 producers in each of the high 
and medium groups were mil king any registered cows , 6 of the l ow pro­
ducers were milking some registered animals . Sixty-three producers re - . 
ported no registered cows mil ked at a l l .  
Twenty percent o f  the producers showed an average of six registered 
cows mil ked , while 12 percent each of th e medium and high producers 
showed an average of 3 registered cows mil ked. 
Breed of Cows 
Tab les XV and XVI show the breeds of registered and grade C CM S  
and their distribution throughout the three producti on groups .  Only 9 
producers had some registered Jerseys and 7 had some registered Holste ins . 
Surprisingl y fewer high producers ( 1 2  percent) had registered cows than 
was true for l ow  produc ers ( 24 percent) . There seemed to be l ittle rel a­
tion between breed and production. 
XIV . HEIFERS KEPT 
Repl acement 
Tabl es XVII and XVII I  show that 57 percent of the producers had 
hiefers f or replacements over one year of age , and 49 percent had 
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TABLE XIV 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGISTERED CCMS MILKED BY ALL HENRY COUNTY 
MANUFACTURING 'MILK PR ODUCERS INTERVIEWED, , HI GH ;  ,MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 1964 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number of Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Registered Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Cows M ilked No. % No . % No. % No . % 
0 6 3  84 22 88 22 8 8  19 76 
1-9 1 1  15 3 12 3 12 5 20 
10-19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20-29 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Total 7 5  100 . 25 100 25 1 00 25 100 
Actual Average 
Number for those 
who reported 4 cows 3 cows 3 cows 6 cows 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
TABLE XV 
BREEDS OF REGISTERED CCMS MILKED IN 1964 BY ALL HENRY COUNTY 
MANUFACWRING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
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Breed of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Registered Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Cows No . % No . % No . % No . % 
None 62 83 2 2  88 21 84 19 76 
Jersey 6 8 1 4 2 8 · 3 1 2  
Holstein 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
Guernsey & 
Holstein 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Holstein & 
Jersey 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Guernsey, 
Holstein & 
Jersey 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Brown Swiss , 
Guernsey , 
Holstein & 
Jersey 1 1 1 4 0 0 o . 0 
Total 75 100 2 5  100 2 5  100 2 5  100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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TABLE XVI 
BREEDS OF GRADE CCMS MILKED IN 1 9 64 BY ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFAC'I1JRING 
MILK PRODUCERS I NTERVI EWED , HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUCERS 
BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Breed of A l l  Da irymen High Medium Low 
Grade Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Cows No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Jersey 1 2  1 6  4 1 6  4 1 6  4 1 6  
Holste in 7 9 4 1 6  2 8 1 4 
Ayrshire 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Mixed 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Holstein & 
Jersey 1 2  1 6  5 20  4 1 6  3 1 2  
Guernsey & 
Holste in 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
Guernsey ,  
Holstein & 
Jersey 1 3 1 7  3 1 2  5 20 5 2 0 
Brown &.liss , 
Holste in , 
Jersey , 
Guernsey 
Ayrshire 27  37  7 28  I O  40 - · I O  40 
Total 7 5  100 2 5  1 00 2 5  1 00 2 5  1 00 
*Percents are rounded to the ne arest whol e  number . 
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TABLE XVII 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS ONE YFAR OR OLDER KEPT BY  ALL HENRY COUNTY 
MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW 










For Those Who 
Reported 
AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Al l Dairymen High 
Interviewed Producers 
No. % No . % 
32 43 8 32 
42 56 17 68 
I I 0 0 
7 5  100 25 100 
3 heifers 3 heifers-
Medium 
Producers 

















TOTAL NUMBERS OF HEIFERS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE KEPT BY ALL HENRY 
COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, 
MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUCERS IN 1964 BY NUMBERS AND 
PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Heifers In terviewed Producers Produ cers Producers 
Kept No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0 38 51 1 3  52 14 56 11  44 
1 -1 0  36 48 1 2  48 10  40 14 56 
1 1 -20 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Total 75 1 00 25  100 25 1 00 25 1 00 
Actual Average 
Number Kept 
For Those Who 
Reported 5 heifers 5 heifers 5 heifers 4 heifers 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
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repl acements under one year old. Twenty-four percent of the producers 
in each group kept no heifers at al l . 
High producers who kept he ifers had a tot al of 8 rep l acement 
he ifers per herd , wh ile the medium averaged 9 and the low 7. Eight 
percent of the high producers and 16 percent of the l ow  kept only a 
singl e he ifer. 
Registered Heifers 
Onl y 4 producers were keeping registered he ifers over one year 
of age and four producers were keeping registered he ifers under one 
year of age. Tables XI X  and XX show three he ifers to be the average 
number kept by those with registered he ifers. Only one producer in 
each of the high and low groups with 2 in the medium group kept only 
registered he ifers. Several produc ers indicated they had he ifers that 
were from a purebred sire and dam , but felt that they would not benefit 
by register ing them. 
Breed of Heifers 
Table XXI indicates that there were only 6 produc ers who reported 
raising reg istered he ifers. Two of these were in the high group , three 
in the medium and one in the l ow  group. One each of the high and medium 
producers were keeping registered Jerseys , wh ile two of the medium pro­
ducers were keeping registered Hol steins . There seems to be no clear 
relation between breed and production group . 
TABLE XIX 
TOTAL NUMBER OF R EGISTER ED HE IF ERS ONE YFAR OR OLDER KEPT BY ALL 
HENRY COU NTY MANUFAC'TIJR ING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HI GH ,  
MEDI U M  AND LCM PRODOC ERS IN 1964 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , 
AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number of Al 1 Dairymen High Medium · Low 
3 3  
Hei fers I nterviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Ke2t No . % No. % No. % No . % 
0 71 95 24 96 23 92 24 96 
1 -10 4 5 1 4 2 8 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Average Number 
Kept By Those Who 
Reported 3 hei fers 2 hei fers 2 he i fers- 5 hei fers 
*Percent s are rou nded to the nearest whole number. 
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TABLE XX 
TOTAL NUMBERS OF REGISTERED HEIFERS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE KEPT BY 
ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVI EWED, 
HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUCERS IN  1964 BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
Number of All Dairyme n High Medium Low 
Heifers Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Kept No. % No. % No . % No. % 
0 7 1  95 24 96 23 92 24 96 
1-10 4 5 1 4 2 8 1 4 
Total 7 5  100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Actual Average 
Number Kept By 
Th�se Who Reported 3 he ifers 5 heifers 3 heifers 1 he ifer 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
TABLE XXI 
BREEDS OF REGISTER ED HEIFERS KEPT IN 1964 BY ALL HENRY COUNTY 
MANUFACTURING MILK PRODOCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Breed of All Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Registered Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Heifers No . % No . % No . % No . % 
None 69 92 - · 23 92 22 88 24 96 
Holstein 2 3 0 0 2 8 0 0 
Jersey 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
Holstein & 
Jersey 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Ayrshire , 
Guernsey & 
Jersey 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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Of the grade heifers kept , Tabl e XXI I sh ows that 32 percent of 
the pr oducers were keeping mixed heifers , 29 percent predominately 
Holstein heifers , 15 percent Jersey heifers , and 24 percent were in 
other categories. Several producers said they planned to save their 
best crosses with either Angus or Hereford and later go to beef herds .  
XV .  BULLS KEPT 
Tab l e  XXIII  shows that 96 percent of the produc ers kept no dairy 
bul ls . One producer in th e high and two in the medium group were keep­
ing dairy bul ls. 
Data in Tabl e  XXIV sh ows that one grade Hol stein and two grade 
Jersey bul ls  were kept . No registered dairy bul ls were kept in any of 
the herds . 
I t  seems that a large number had been using beef bul ls because 
they wanted to save some cross-bred beef heifers . Also , they fel t that 
their day old mal e caJves were sel ling high er wh en sired by a beef bul l .  
XVI. RATING OF HERD 
Tabl es XXV and XXVI show the ratings of the dairy herds as 
adjudged by the producer and the interviewer respectively . 
Over 50 percent of the high producers rated the value and condi­
tion of their herds as "good" . Onl y  2 high produc ers indicated a 
rating of "excel l ent" and 2 rated their herds as "poor" . Nearly  al l 
producers would first say "about average" . Then in the final analysis 
TABLE XXII 
BREEDS OF GRADE HEIFERS KEPT IN 1964 BY ALL HENRY COUNTY 
MANUFACWRING MILK PRODUCERS INTERVI EWED, HIGH, 
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS* 
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Breed of Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
Registered Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Heifers No. % No . % No . % No . % 
Mixed 24 32 7 28 8 32 9 36  
Holste in 22 29 8 32 7 28 7 28 
Jersey 11  IS  3 1 2  2 8 6 24 
Holstein & 
Jersey 8 I O  3 1 2  5 20 0 0 
Guernsey, 
Holstein &/or 
Jersey 4 5 I 4 2 8 I 4 
Ayrsh ire 2 3 2 8 0 0 0 0 
Guernsey 2 3 0 0 I 4 I 4 
Guernsey & . 
Holstein 2 3 I 4 0 0 I 4 
Total 75 1 00 2 5  1 00 25 1 00 25  10 0  
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
TABLE XXIII  
TOTAL NUMBERS OF BULLS KEPT BY ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVI EWED, HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUCERS 
I N  1964 BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE NUMBERS* 
3 8  
Number of Al 1 Dairymen High Medium Low 
Bul ls Inte rviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Ke]2t No. % No. % No. % No. % 
0 7 2  96 24 96 23 92 25 100 
1 3 4 1 4 2 8 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Average Number 
Kept 1 1 1 0 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XXIV 
BREEDS OF GRADE BULLS KEPT IN 1964 BY ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVI EWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUCERS BY 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* 
Breed of Al I Dairymen High Medium · Low 
Grade Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Bulls No. % No . % No. % No. % 
None 72  96 24 9 6  23 92 25 1 00 
Holstein 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Jersey 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
Total 75 1 00 25 1 00 25 100  25 1 00 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number . 
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TABLE XXV 
RATINGS GIVEN TO THEI R DAIRY HERDS BY ALL HENRY- COUN'IY DAIRY 
MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUC ERS lNTERVI EWED , HI GH , MEDIUM 
AND LOW PRODUCERS IN NUMBERS AND PERCENTS , AND AVERAGE* 
Rat ing s Da irymen Al l Da i rymen High Med iu m  L ow  
Gave The ir CMn I nterviewed Produc e r s  Pr oducer s  P roducer s 
Her d s  No. % No . % No . % No. % 
Not An swered 5 6 0 0 4 1 6  1 4 
Poor 
(0 point s)  2 3 2 8 0 0 0 0 
Fa ir  
( 1  point s) 32 43 7 2 8  14 5 6  11  44 
Good 
(2 point s )  3 3  44 1 4  5 6  7 2 8  1 2  48 
Exc e l l ent 
(3 point s )  3 4 2 8 0 0 1 4 
Total 75 1 00 2 5  1 00 25  1 00 2 5  1 00 
Aver age Rat ing . 1 . 5 3 1 . 64 1 . 3 3 1 . 58 
points p oi nt s  point s point s 
*Percent s are r ounded t o  near e s t  whole number . 
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TABLE XXVI 
INTERVI EWER ' S  RATINGS GIVEN THE HERDS OF ALL HENRY COU NTY 
MANUFACTIJRI NG MILK PRODUCERS I NTERVI EWED, HI GH ,  MEDIUM 
AND L<lv PRODUCERS BY NUMBERS AND PERCENTS, AND AVERAGE 
Ratings Interview­
ers Gave Herds 
of Interviewers 
Not known wel 1 
enough to rat e 
Poor 
( 0 points) 
Fair 
( 1  point) 
Good 
( 2  points) 
Excel lent 
(3  points) 
Total 
Average Rating of 
Herds of Known 
Responde nts 






1 5  
0 




2 0  
0 
1 00 










2 5  























1 . 50 
points 









2 5  
64 





1 . 1 0 
points 
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were about equal ly divided between "good" and "fair" , as indicated by 
the average score of 1 . 53 .  High producers , on the average , rated the ir 
herds sl ightly higher (1. 64 points) than the low (1. 58 points) . 
Table XXVI shows · that ' the · interviewer knew only'. 32 percent of the 
her ds wel l enough to rate them ·� · Forty-four percent of the herds in the 
h igh production group were known wel l enough to rate , wh ile  only 36 per­
cent of the l ow were known.  
The average rati ng for the high group was 1. 70 points , sl ight ly 
bel ow  "good " ,  and for the low was 1 . 10 points , sl ightly above "fair" . 
The interviewer tended to rate high and medium producers sl ightly 
higher than they rated themselves , while  the reverse was true for the 
l ow . 
XVII . TYPE OF MILKING FACILITI ES AND �UI PMENT 
Table XXVII shows that 36 percent of the manufactur ing milk pro­
ducers were using elevated stal l s ,  35 percent were us ing stanch ion-type 
fac il ities and 29 percent were milk ing in stabl es . Forty-eight percent 
of those using elevated stal ls were high producers as were 36 percent 
of those using stanchions. However , only 16 percent of those milking 
in stables were in the h igh group . The l argest percent ( 40) of the low 
producers used stabl es , while others used e levated stal l ( 32 percent) 
and stanchion (28 percent) .  More of the high producers (48 percent) had 
elevated stal l s ,  wh i l e  more of the low (40 percent) had stables . 
Type of 
TABLE XXVII 
TYPES OF MILKI NG FACILITI ES USED BY ALL HENRY COONTY 
MANUFAC'I1JRI NG MILK PRODOC ERS INTERVI EWED , HIGH ,  
MEDIUM AND LON PRODUC ERS BY  NUMBERS 
AND PERCENTS* 
Al l Da irymen High Medium 
43 : 
Low 
Mil king Inte rviewed Producers Produc er s Produc ers 
Fac il ity No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Stanchion 2 6  3 5  9 36  1 0  40 7 28  
Elevated Stal l 27  26  12  48 7 28 8 32 
Stables  22  2 9  4 1 6  8 32 1 0 40 
Total  75  1 00 2 5  1 00 2 5  1 00 25  100 
*Percent s are rounded to the neare st whol e number . 
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The survey showed that a l l  the producers ,  except ing two (a 
med ium and a l ow producer) who were changing over to Grade A ,  were sel l ­
ing milk in cans. The mediu m producer mentioned above had a 500 ga l l on 
tank and the l ow had a tank with 300 gal l on capacity . 
Onl y  one producer was using a pipel ine system , which had been 
instal led in preparati on for sel l ing Grade A mi lk. None of the pro­
ducers had we ighing devices. 
XVIII . STORAGE AVAILABLE FOR SILAGE 
Table XVIII shows that 84 percent of the producers did not have 
a sil o . Eleven producers had a trench si l o  and one producer had a 
bunker . However , onl y  5 of the producers (2 high , 1 medium and 2 l ow) 
were using the ir si l os. 
The reasons given for not usi ng the ir sil os were the fol l owing : 
"we don ' t  have enough c ows to justify the labor and equipment needed" 
and 0we don ' t  have enough labor ava il abl e to fil l the si 1 o and feed 
the si lage . "  Five of the producers had storage capac ity in the interval 
of two to three hundred tons , f ive ranged between one and two hundred 
tons and two had sil o capac ities with less than one hundred tons . Of 
these who used the ir sil os ,  the 2 high producers had 25  tons of capacity 
per cow ,  the medium had 10 tons and the l ow  8. 5 tons per c ow. 
XIX. SOURCE OF WATER FOR COWS 
The different methods of prov id ing water for cows is shown in 
Table XXIX. It is interesting to note that 80 percent of the producers 
TABLE XXVI I I 
NUMBERS AND PERCENT S OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEMED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS 
HAVING DIFFERENT KINDS OF SILOS* 
Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Type of Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Sil o No. % No . % No . % No. % 
None 63  84 22 88 22 8 8  19 76 
Upright 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trench 1 1  15 2 8 3 12 6 24 
Bunker 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percents are round ed to the nearest whole number. 
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TABLE XXIX 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS* OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS 
ACCORDING TO SOURCES OF WATER FOR COWS AND AV ERAGE 
NUMBER OF SOURCES** 
Source of 
Water For 



















1 1  




(N = 25) 
No . % 
1 5  






2 8  




(N = 25) 









1 . 64 
Sources 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
Low 
Producers 
(N = 25) 
No . % 
22 









**Numbers and percents do not add up to totals since some 
dairymen repor ted more than one source of water. 
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had ponds. More than one -half ( 53 percent) had streams , and 43 percent 
had water troughs outside the barn , more than two-thirds (68 percent)  
of the high producers having such water as compared with only about 
one-third ( 36 percent) of the l ow. Seven of the 8 producers providing 
water in the barn were high producers. Also , the producers with the 
l argest average number of sources of water were high producers. 
XX. AMOUNT OF LOAFING BARN AREA 
Seventy-five percent of the producers were using less than 30 
square feet per cow of l oafing area , as seen in Table XXX , 60 percent 
of these were in the high , 80 in the medium and 84 in the l ow producing 
group. Only 8 produc ers had more than the rec ommended 50 square feet 
per cow and 5 of these were in the high group . This was one are a where 
most producers felt they needed to improve as they were in a lmost al l 
cases feeding hay in the l oafing are a.  
XXI . PERSON DOI NG 'IRE MILKING 
Tabl e XXXI shows that 96 percent of the producers d id the ir 
own milking. Two producers had tenants doing the milking and both of 
these were in the l ow group. In one instance , a hired man did the 
milking (in a high producing herd ) .  A lso , only one of the tenants was 
paid on a percentage basis. 
TABLE XXX 
NUMB ERS AND PERC ENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MA NU FACTURING MI LK 
PRODUC ERS I NTERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LCM PRODUC ER S  
HA VI NG DIFFERENT AMOUNTS O F  LOAFING BARN AREA 
PER co� 
Loafing Ba rn Al l Da irymen High Me dium Low 
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Area per C aw  I nterviewed Producer s Produc er s  Pr oduc er s 
( Sguare Feet )  No . % N o .  % No . % No . % 
Unde r 30 56 75  15  60 20 80 21 84 
30-39 10 13 5 20 3 12 2 8 
40-49 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
50-59  3 4 3 12 0 0 0 0 
6.0 -69 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
70 or more 2 3 1 4 1 4 0 0 
Box ( f ree) s t al l s 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
Total 72 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percent s are r ounded to neare st whole number . 
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TABLE XXXI 
PER SON S DOING THE MILKING ON FARMS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTIJRING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM . AND LCM PRODUC ERS BY 
NUMBER S AND PERCENTS* 
Person Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
Doing In terviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Mil king No . % No. % No. % No. % 
Owner 72  96 24 96 2 5  100 2 3  92 
Tenant 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
Hired Man 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 75  100 25  100 2 5  100 25 100 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
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XXII . BUTTERFAT PRODUCTION 
Table XXXII shows that the herds were selling on the average 
243 pounds of butterfat per cow. Twenty-one of these were selling less 
than 200 pounds which would not seem to be a profitable milk operation. 
Twenty-one percent sold between 250 and 300 pounds. An additional 20 
percent sold between 300 and 450 pounds of butterfat (actual ran ges of 
production are listed in Table I). 
XXIII . MILK PRODUC TIOO 
The average milk production per cow is show n in Table XXXIII. 
The average production for the 75  herds in 1964 was 5,543 pounds per 
cow. Fifty-two of the 75  producers were producing between 4,000 and 
7,000 pounds, 16 producers were above 7,000 pound average and 7 were 
below 4,000 pounds . 
The high producers had an average of 7,51 7 pounds which is nearly 
equal to the national average of 8,080 ( 1 8 : 1 ) . The low producer average 
of 3,754 pounds indicates the likelihood that a large number may not be 
breaking even on their operation. 
XXIV . BACTERIAL COUNT 
The bacterial count was below one-half million for 48 percent 
of the producers as shown in Table XXXIV. 
It is a natural assumption that a low bacterial count is indica­
tive of good management and higher production. The figures in this 
TABLE XXXII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY CClJNTY MANUFACTURING MILK 
PRODUC ERS INTERVIEWED, HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY 
AV ERAGE BUITERFAT PRODUCTION CATEGCRIES FOR 19 64 , AND 
TOTAL AVERAGES* 
Average Butterfat 
Production Category, A l l  Dairymen High Medium · Low 
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1964 (Pounds so ld/ Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
c ow ) No. % No . % No . % No. % 
80-109 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 8 
1 10-149 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
150 -199 17 23 0 0 0 0 17  68 
200 -249 23 3 1  0 0 19  76  4 16  
250-299 16 21 1 0 40 6 24 0 0 
300 -349 5 7 5 20 0 0 0 0 
350 -399 6 8 6 24 0 0 0 0 
400 -449 4 5 4 1 6  0 0 0 0 
Total 75 1 00 25 1 00 25 1 00 25 1 00 
Actual Total 
Average Production 243 1 bs. 328 lbs . 234 lbs. 168 lbs. 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
TABLE XXXIII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COONTY MANUFAC'TIJRING 
MILK PRODUCERS INTERVI EWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LCM 
PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE MILK PRODUCTION 
CATEGORIES FOR 1964 , AND TOTAL 
AVERAGES* 
Average Mi lk  Produc- All  Dairymen High Medium Low 
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tion Category , 1964 Interviewed Produc ers Producer s Producers 
(Pound s sol d/cow) No . % No . % No . % No . % 
2 , 000-2 ,999 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 
3 , 000 -3 ,999 5 7 0 0 0 0 5 20 
4 , 000 -4 ,999 16 21 0 0 1 4 · _ 15 60 
5 , 000-5 ,999 17 23 2 8 12 48 3 12 
6 , 000-6 ,999 19 25 7 28 12 48 0 0 
1 , 000 :..7 , 999 5 7 5 20 0 0 0 0 
8 , 000-8 ,999 4 5 4 16 0 0 0 0 
9 , 000-9 ,999 4 5 4 16 0 0 0 0 
10 , 000-10 ,999 2 3 2 8 0 0 0 0 
11 , 000-11 ,999 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 5  1 00 25 100 25  100  25  1 00 
Actual 
Average Pr0duc tion 5 , 543 l bs . 7 , 5 17 lbs . 5 , 357 lbs . 3 , 754 l bs . 
*Percen ts  are rounded to  nearest who le  number .  
TABLE XXXIV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENR Y COUNTY MANUFA C 'IUR ING MILK 
PRODUCERS INTERVIEWED , HIGH , M EDI UM AND LCM PRODUCERS BY 
AVERAGE BAC TER IAL COUNT CATEGORIES IN 1963, AND 
TOTAL MEDIAN COUNTS* 
Average Bacterial All Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Count C ategory Interv iewed Producers Producers Prod ucers 
(Number/ml . )  No . % No. % No . % No . % 
Under 500,000 36 48 13 52 10 40 13 52 
500,000 to 1,000,000 16 2 1  6 24 5 20 5 20 
1,000,000 to 1,500,000 1 1 - 15 2 8 7 28 2 8 
1,5op,ooo to 2,000,000 8 1 1  3 12 0 0 5 20 
2,000,000 to 2,500,000 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
2,500,000 to 3,000,000 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
3,000,000 to 4,400,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4,400,000 to 5,BQ0,000 2 3 0 0 2 8 0 0 
Total 75 100 25  100 25  100 . 25 100 
Total Median 
C ount** 875,000 475,000 1,12 5,000 475,000 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number . 
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case did not show this however as the high and low groups were the same 
with median bacteria l counts of 475, 000. The medium group was much 
higher with 1 , 1 2 5, 000. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY 
This report is based on the characteristics of manufacturing milk 
producers in Henry County, Tennessee. The information was obtained 
through a personal interview survey of 75 of the 132 producers who sold 
manufacturing milk in the county in 1964. The manufacturing milk buyer 
in Paris made milk production, butterfat test records and bacterial 
count information available for this study. Butterfat production was 
used to determine high, medium and low producers with 25 assigned to 
each group. 
I .  REVIEW OF FINDINGS 
The following findings were revealed concerning the characteris­
tics of manufacturing milk producers in Henry County who produced in 
the high, middle and low thirds, according to the average pounds of 
butterfat produced per cow in 1 964: 
1.  The 75 producers averaged 5,530 pounds of milk and 243 pounds 
of butterfat per cow in 1964, . milk from the high producers ' cows being 
twice the amount from the low producers on the average . 
2. The average formal education level was 8. 6 years, with the 
high third of producers having 1.1  years more schooling than the low 
third. 
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3. The average age of  the producers was 50 years , the high pro­
ducers averaging 54 years of age and the low producers 53. 
4 .  Only about one-third of the producers were known by the inter­
viewer , with 52 percent of the high producers known compared to 36 per­
cent of the low producers . 
5. Most producers had a friendly attitude toward the survey. 
6 .  The average gross family income was $4, 945, with the high 
group averaging $5 , 480 while the low producers averaged $4 , 1 30. 
7 .  Eighty-four percent of the producers were classed a s  full­
time farmers with only about one -third of the 7 5  produc ers receiving 
the major portion of their incomes from manufacturing milk sales. 
8 .  About one-half of the manufacturing producers were raising 
replacement heifers to continue their dairy herds . 
9 .  The dairymen had averages of 142 acres of total f arm land 
and 9 1  acres of cropland. 
1 0. The dairymen had an average herd size of 10  cows , the high 
producers having one cow less than medium and low producers. 
1 1 . Only 6 of the producers out of 7 5  kept any registered heifers . 
12. About 30 percent of the producers (mostly low and medium) 
were using stables or sheds to milk in rather than stanchions or elevated 
stalls. 
1 3. Only 5 producers had and were using silos. 
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II . IMPLICATIONS 
Some of the impl icati ons that can be drawn from the findings 
are : 
1. Further evaluation of the data from the manufacturing milk 
survey would be useful in pl anning for a more effective educational 
effort with manufacturing producers in Henry County. 
2 .  The characteristic differences between the high and l ow pro­
ducers shou l d be studied in pl anning educ ational programs for Henry 
County dairymen. 
PROBLEM B :  
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OF HENRY COUNTY MANUFACTURI NG MILK PRODUCERS 
A Specia l Problem in Lieu of Thesis 
In Partia l Fulfillment 
of the Requirements for the Degree 
Master of Science 
by 
John W .  F. Cal dwe l l  
June 1 966 
CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
Manufacturing milk producti on  became important in Henry County 
with the location of a Pet milk plant at Paris in 1950. Prior to that 
time the sale of cream was practically the only source of income from 
milk products in the county with the exception of Grade A milk sales . 
From 1950 to 1954 the number of manufacturing milk produc ers 
increased rapidly to more than 900 in Henry County according to Paris 
Pet Milk Company records. Several of the producers had progressed to 
the point , through improved practices and facilities , that they sought 
a higher price for their milk through Grade A channels. During 1954 
the number of manufacturing milk producers began to decline . By 
January 1966 , there wer e  only 132 producers selling manufacturing milk 
to the local plant . The total amount paid for milk by the Pet plant 
in 1964 was $292 , 582. An additional check with the Weakley County 
Dairy revealed that 22 producers on the western edge of Henry County 
were sel ling them mil k ,  a part of which was used for manufacturing. 
In addition , there were 60 Grade A produc ers in the county in 1964 
(17 : 4) �* 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the 
bibliography ; those after the colon are page numbers . 
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Incentive payments had been made by the Paris Pet Milk Company 
to producer s who would install milk coolers . Also, information made 
available by Pet field men regarding sanitation, fly control, weighing, 
use of elevated stalls and electric milker s and proper feeding cau sed 
many changes in the practices followed by manufacturing milk producers. 
A study of the 60 Grade A producer s was made in Henry County in 
1963. Other similar studies in several selected counties in Tenne s see 
are underway with the cooperation of the Agricultural Extension Train­
ing and Studies Department and the Dairy Department of the University 
of Tennessee. 
No previous attempt had been made to learn what Henry County 
manufacturing milk producers were or were not doing · in regard to recom­
mended practices. By using the combined findings of the Grade A and 
manufacturing milk studies concerning the pre sent situation and the 
management practices being used in the county it was felt that the 
Agricultural Extension Service would be better equipped to provide 
educational information that should help dairymen be more efficient 
producer s in the future .  
I • TIIE PURPOSE OF 'IB E S 'TIJDY 
The purpose of this study then was to determine the kinds of 
management practices that were being used by Henry County manufacturing 
milk producer s in high, medium, and low production group s in terms of 
pounds of butterfat produced per cow in 1964. 
II . REVI EW OF LI TERATIJRE 
There seemed to be little information available concerning 
practices followed by manufacturing milk producers in Tennessee . 
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Chappell (6 : 2), from a survey mailed to 25 manufacturing milk  
plants in 1961,  reported the following findings regarding the managenent 
practices of the manufacturing milk producers surveyed: 
1 .  A total of 57 percent bred over one-half of their cows to 
beef bulls .  
2 .  Only 36 percent raised replacements , and only 7 pe rcen t 
raised heifers for sale. 
c ow s .  
3. Two percent reported that they weighed milk from individual 
4 .  About 65 percent of the producers had fair, poor, or no hay � 
5 .  Summary information indicated that total production, total 
cow numbers and production per cow were associated with the 
installation of elevated stalls and by making adequate amounts of high 
quality silage available . 
Shearon (17:1 06) found th at the 2 0  Grade A dairymen in Henry 
County who annu� lly produced in the high third in pounds of butterfat , 
operated at a higher management level, and had a higher practice diffu­
sion rating on 19 of 23 production practices, than did the 20 producer s  
in the l ow  third. 
In a 1960 Virginia study (7:3), the most important problems 
listed by "manufacturing grade" f:armers· were low production per c 0o1 ,  
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poor forage , and insuff icient forage . Beef bulls were used for breed­
ing 63  percent of th e cows . 
Sumrall and Hurt (19 : 2 )  re ported the followi ng costs and net re­
turns from a 1957 to 1962 managenent study entitled "Produc ing manu­
factur ing milk in Mississippi . "  
A 40-cow herd at the Pontotoc Branch Experiment Station with a 
herd average of 8 , 727 pounds of milk per cow shc:Med a net return to 
labor and capital of $118 per cow per year for the 5-year period. The 
calculated average produc tion cost per one hundred pounds of milk was 
$2. 19 and the net return was $1. 34 per hundred pounds. The average cost 
of keeping a cow per year amounted to about $190. They concluded that 
production must be over 5 , 500 pounds per cow to show a profit in 
Mississippi when sell ing milk for manufacturing purposes at a price of 
$3 . 53 per hundred . 
I II • METHODS 
A complete l ist of Henry County manufacturing milk producers 
selling milk to the Pet Milk Company was obtained from the plant in 
Par is. From the l ist of 132 producers , 7 5  were selected by random 
sampl ing for survey. Records on butterfat sold , milk production and 
bacter ial count for 1964 were the n obta ined from the milk plant . 
The producers were divided into three groups of 25 according 
to the ir levels of butterfat production. The average level of butterfat 
produced per cow for the entire group was 243 pounds . The high producers 
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averaged 328 pounds with a range of 2 61 to 454 pounds . The medium pro­
ducers averaged 2 34 pounds with a range of 208 to 260 pounds .  The low 
group averaged 1 68 pounds with a range of 77 to 200 pounds .  No effort 
was made to try to estimate the value of other milk possibly produced 
but not sold . 
An effort was made to determine the practice adoption level of 
producers in these groups regarding 2 3  recommended dairy production 
practices . 
A personal interview was conducted with each o f  the 75 manufac­
turing milk producers . In asking the survey questions, care was exer­
cised not to influence the producers ' answers . Each respondent was 
handed a card with the recommended practice typed on it, as it appeared 
on the interview schedule . This was done in order to help the respon­
dent understand the practice as the interviewer discussed it with him . 
The interviewer explained only the basic details regarding the practice 
and tried to let the respondent answer as he felt he was really carrying 
out the practice. 
Rating Explanation 
The following rating scheme was used to classify management 
levels of the producers for each of the 2 3  practices: 1 )  no points 
were given if the person interviewed had not heard of the specific 
practice; 2) one point was given if the person had only hear d of the 
practice; 3) two points were given if the person was only interested 
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in it ; 4) three points were given if the person had not tried the prac­
tice but planned to do so ; 5)  four points were given if the person had 
tried the practice but was not using it at the time of interview , and 
6) five points were given if the person had tried the practice and was 
still using it . 
The practice adoption levels of the produc ers in the high , 
medium and low thirds are compared in this study and their numeral 
values are referred to as the practi�e diffusion ratings. The scale 
used to show the diffusion stage and rating interval is as foll ows :  
0 t o  . 5  - "unaware" ;  . 5  to 1 . 5  - "aware" ; 1 . 5  to 2 . 5  - "interested" ; 
2 . 5 to 3. 5 - "planning to try" ; 3 . 5 to 4. 5 - "tried" ; 4 . 5 throu gh 5 . 0 -
"using". 
The practice diffusion rating for e ach producer has been deter­
mined by adding his total score on all the rec ommended practices and 
dividing by 2 3. Ratings are listed for the high , mediu m  and low produc ­
tion groups. Other data were compared in numbers , percents and aver­
ages . The main comparisons are made between the high and low produc ers .  
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I .  MANAGEMEN T LEVELS OF MILK PRODU CERS 
Average Practice Diffusion Rating Intervals 
Table XXXV gives the average practice diffusion ratings t.or 
the ·75 Henry County dairymen divided into high, mediunL and low thirds 
according to average butterfat production per cow. 
It is noted that all dairymen were, on the average, in the 
"planning to try " stage on the 23 practices studied with an average 
rating of 3. 08. The high producers rated higher (3. 25) than either 
the medium (3 . 07) or· low (2. 91) producers. 
It is interesting to note that 36 percent of the high producers 
were . in the "tried" stage, while only 16 percent of the low producers 
and 20 percent of the medium producers scored this high. Eight percent 
of the high producers scored below the "interested" stage, while 32 
percent of the low producers were in the range from 1. 70 to 2. 50. None 
averaged in the ,.using0 (adopted) category for the total list of 23 
practices. 
Relation to Production 
The average individual dairy management practice diffusion rat­




NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY CCXJNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , HIGH ,  
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY AVERAGE PRACTIC E DIFFUSION RATING 
INTERVALS ,  AND TOTAL AVERAGE PRACTICE DI FFUSION RATINGS* 
Average Pract ice A l l  Da irymen High Medium Low 
Dif fus ion Rating Interviewed Producers Producers Pr oducers 
Interval No . % No . % No . % No . % 
1 . 70-2 . 49  15 20 2 8 5 20 8 32 
2 . 50-3 . 4 9  42 56 14  56 15 60 1 3  52 
3 . 50-4 . 49 18 24 9 36 5 20 4 16 
4 . 50-5 . 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 75 100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
Ac tual 
Total Average 3 . 08 3 . 25 3 . 07 L 91 
*Percent s  are rounded to nearest who le number . 
**I n the rat ing sca le used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 23 rec om­
mended practices ; 2 = intere sted in the prac t ices ; 3 = planning to try 
the practices ; 4 = tried the pract ices but not using ;  and 5 = us ing the 
practices . 
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high, medium and la,.r producers are shown in Table XX.XVI. Also, Table 
XXXVII gives a breakdown of the percents of Henry County dairymen in 
each of the stages of the diffusion process for each of the management 
practices studied. 
A wide variation in average practice diffusion ratings (Table 
XX.XVI) is noted from practice to practice of all dairymen. On the 
average, the range ran from the barely uaware" stage (averaging . 97) 
for Practice 7, 0adequate milk records kept," to the f rusing" stage 
(averaging 4 . 99) for Practice 4, "12 -14 month calving period provided 
cows. " All producers averaged in the "using" stage with regard to only 
3 practices: 1) Practice 3, "60-day dry period provided cows0 (4. 92); 
2) Practice 4, mentioned above (4. 99), and 3) Practice 20, "flies 
systematically controlled" (4 . 83) . 
The high producers had a higher average rating than did the low 
producers in 15 of the 23 practices. They averaged . 72 to 1. 68 points 
better than the low producers in 7 of the 15 practices . These apparently 
critical practices may give some indications regarding the reasons for 
differences in production. Some observations regarding these and other 
practices will follow below. 
Breeding Practices 
The first six practices in Tables XXXVI and XXXVII are related 
to breeding . In the main, all producers averaged in �he "tried" or 
"using" stage with the exception of Practice S, "75 percent of cows 
TABLE XXXVI 
AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUS ION RATINGS AND 'IOTAL AVERAGE TINGS FOR ALL HENRY COUN'IY DAIRYMEN 
INTERVI EWED , HI GH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PROD G ERS * 
Dairy Management Practices 
1 .  �rtif icially inseminated 1/2 or more of cows 
2 . · All cows bred to same breed bull 
3 .  60-Day dry per iod provided cows 
4. 12 -14 - Month calving period provided 
5 .  75 Percent cows fall freshened 
6.  75 Percent herd replacements raise d 
7 .  Adequate m ilk records kept 
8. Fed cows according to production 
9.  Adequate herd records kept 
10. Calves permanently identified 
11. · Adequate supply_ of silage provided 
12 . High quality silage provide-d 
13 .  S ilage supplemented with enough hay 
14. High quality hay provided 
15 . _ Hay and/or silage provided on pasture 
16. Adequate improved pasture provided 
1 7 .  S uff icient summer pasture provided 
18. S trip  cup always us�d 
19. S eparate f eeding and loaf ing areas provided 
20 .  Flies sy_stematicc;1 lly controlled 
21 . . Milking syst� m 6�month checked 
2 2 . Professional advice obtained 
23 .  Calves vaccinated for brucellosis , etc. 
Actual total average rating 
.. All Da i:rymen 
Avera. ge Rating 
4. 2 9  
3 . 64 
4. 92 
4. 99 
2 . 01 
4. 24 
0 . 97  
1. 07  
3 . 7 2 
1. 40 
1 . 11 
o .  7 3  
3. 28 
3. 91 
3. 0 7  
4. 18 
3. 68 
2 . 19 
2 . 68 
4 . 83  
3 .. 01 
3 . 03 
4 . 28  
3. 08 
High P oducers Medium Producers 
Averag Rating Average Rating 
4.  32 3 . 84 
3. 88 3. 52 
5 .  00 4 .  96 
5 .  00 5 . 00 
2 . 36 2 . 36 
4. 16 4 . 16 
L 12 0. 84 
o .  96 1. 08 
3 .  80 3. 84 
1 .  32 1 .  52  
1. 32 1. 04 
0 .  7 2 0. 68 
. 4 .  08 2 . 88 
4. 20 4 . 32 
3. 32 2 . 88 
4. 76 4. 24 
. 3 .  36 4. 12 
2 .  00 2 . 52 
3.  76 2 . 20 
4.  92 4. 96 
3. 64 . 2 .  52  
2 . 08 . 3 . 88 
4. 6 4. 44 
3.  25 3 . 0 7  
68 
Low Producers 
Average · Rating 
4.  70 
3 . 52 
4. 80 
4 .  96 
1 . 32 
4 . 40 
0 . 96 
1 . 16 
3. 5 2 
1 .  36 
0 .  96 
, 0 . 80 
. 2 . 88 
3. 2 0 
3 . 00 
3. 7 2 
3. 56 
2 � 04 
2 . 08 
4 .  60 
2 .' 88 
3 . 12 
3 . 84 
2 . 91 
*In the rating scale used : 0 = unaware ;  1 = aware of the recommen ded practice; 
the practice ; 4 =  tried the practice but not using , and 5 = using the practice. 
= interested in the practice ;  3 = planning to , try 
TABLE XXXVI I 
PERCENTS OF. HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED IN VARIOUS STAGES OF TIIE DIFFUS ON PROCESS ON EACH OF PRACTICES STUD I ED* 
Da iry Mana ge ment Pra ctice 
1 .  Artificia l ly inse m inate d  1/2 or more of cows 
2 .  Al l  cows bre d to same bree d bu l l  
3 .  60-Day dry pe riod provide d cqws 
4.  12-14--onth ca lving pe r iod provide d 
5 .  7 5  Pe rcent cows fa l l  freshene d  
6 .  7 5  Pe rcent he rd re pl ace ments ra ise d 
7 .  Ade quate milk re cords ke �t 
8 .  Fe d cows a ccord ing _ to production 
9.  Ade quate he rd re cords ke pt 
10 . C a lves pe rmanently identifie d 
11. Ade quate supply _ of silage provide d  
12 . High qua l ity silage provide d 
13.  Silage supple mente d  with - enough hay 
14. High qua l ity hay pr0vide d 
15 . Hay and/or sil age provide d  on pa sture 
16. Adequa te improve d pasture provide d 
1 7 .  Sufficient summe r pasture provide d 
18 . Str ip cup a lways use d 
19. Se parate fee ding and loafing are as provide d  
20. F l ie s  syste ma tic� l ly control le d 
21 . Milking syste m 6� month che cke d 
22 . Profe ssional  a dvice obta ine d 
23 .  C a lves  v�ccinate d  for bruce l losis, e tc .  
Tota l ave rage 
Unawa re 


























*Pe rcents a re rounde d to the ne are st whole numbe r .  
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fall freshe ned" compari ng the high and low groups on Practice 5 ,  the 
high group averaged 2 . 36 ,  ui nterested" , and the low group 1 . 32 ,  "aware" . 
The low rati ng of both can be partially explained by the fact that they 
have no milk base to build , as they would i n  Grade A production and 
many of these produce rs appear to try to freshe n the ir cows i n  early 
spri ng to take adva ntage of lush growth of pasture . The n too ove r a 
1 1  year period ( 1 955 -65 ) no substantial price advantage has accrued to 
those havi ng cows fall freshe n; whereas the cost of wi nter feed i ng and 
care rose considerably during the period ( 7 : 1 ) . 
In Table XXXVII, it is noted that 61  percent of the producers 
were below the uplan to try0 stage on Practice 5 ,  wi th only 1 9 perce nt 
actually usi ng it.  Thirty-seve n perce nt of the producers �ere not 
aware of thi s as bei ng a recomme nded practice . The low producers 
averaged 1 . 04 poi nts be low the high and medium groups indicating that 
more of the low producers not usi ng this practice were in the 11unaware" 
stage . Also, regard ing Practice 1 ,  "artificially inseminated  one-half 
or more cows, " 48 perce nt were in  the "usi ng" stage , wi th 41 pe rcent 
i n  the " tried" stage . This can be accounted for by the fact that a 
large number were runni ng beef bulls with the cows . 
It was noted from milk records that about 1 0  perce nt of the 
producers were provid ing a 6 0  to 90 day d ry period and selli ng no milk 
duri ng the months of December , Ja nuary and February . Questions con­
cernt ng the reason for this procedure brought these a nswers: The 
" milk sold won' t pay for the feed during these months" ; ''My facilities 
are inadequate which makes winter a good ti me to turn the m dry , "  and 
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" I  don ' t  like t o  milk i n  cold , bad weather". 
Keeping and Using Rec ords 
Practices 7 through 10  are related to records and their use. 
There is a general assumption that farmers do not like to keep records. 
The results of this study indicate that this generally true for Henry 
County manufacturing producers. I n  Tab�e XXXVI , it is noted that all 
producers were , on the average , only in the "aware" stage with regard 
to the bundle of 4 record keeping practices with the exception of 
Practice 9 ,  0adequate herd records kept". On Practice 9 ,  on all 
producers on the average , were in the "tried" stage. The high producers 
averaged only . 16 diffusion points above the l ow  producers on the 
practice. 
Fifty percent of the producers were "unaware" of Practice 8 ,  
"feeding according to product ion ', "  while only 4 percent were ''using" 
it. When asked if they fed according to production , many of them would 
say , ''What do you mean?" or "Yes , I feed all they will eat while I am 
milking . "  All three groups averaged only in the "aware0 stage with re­
gard to this practice , with the low producers (1 .16)  showing a slight 
advantage over the high producers ( . 96) .  
Table XXXVII shows that 69  percent were in  the "using" stage on 
Practice 9 ,  .,adequate herd records kept" --including heat , health and 
calving data. Producers using artific ial insemination indicated that 
calving records and breeding dates were shown on breeding receipts. 
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Produc er s further stated that they kept most of the he rd rec ords  on a 
calendar or on a barn chart . Table XXXVI shows the average of al l 
producer s to  be in the "tr ied" stage on Pract ice 9 ,  with l ittle dif ­
ference between group s--though high producers ( 3 . 80 )  rated higher than 
l ow  ( 3 . 5 2 ) . 
A l l  producers  we re only in the "aware" stage wi th regard to 
Prac t ice 1 0 ,  "ca lves permanently  ident if ied . "  Severa l of the produc er s 
stated that they c oul d visual ly identify al l the calves  (and t he ir 
dams ),: with the smal l number of an imal s they were keeping . Some of the 
producer s said that they u sed the vacc inat ion ear tag f or ident if icat ion . 
Only 1 5  perce nt we re in the "us ing" stage on Prac t ice 1 0 .  
I t  appear s that much empha sis  need s to be put on record keeping 
whe n plann ing educ ati onal work for da irymen in Henry County . The same 
was found t o  be true of Grade A producer s in the c ounty by means of an 
earl ier survey ( 1 9 64) c onduc ted by Shearon ( 1 7 : 7 9) . 
Fee ding Practice s 
Prac tices  1 1  thr ough 1 7  are c oncerned with adequate feed ing . 
Table XXXVI shows tha t a l l  pr oduc ers  were in the " tried" s tage in only  
3 of the 7 feeding prac tice s .  Those were : Prac tice 14 , "high qua l i ty 
hay prov ided " ,  Prac t ice 2 6 , "adequate improve d pasture provided" ,  and 
Prac t ice 1 7 , "suff ic ient summer pa sture provided" . 
The lowe st pract ice diffu s ion rat ing s f or any of the feeding 
pract ice s had t o  do with provid ing adequate high qual ity s ilage ( prac ­
t ices  1 1  and 1 2 ) . The ave rage f or a l l  pr oduc er s  wa s only in the 
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"aware" stage wi th none of the 3 groups c oming above that stage on 
eithe r prac t ice . I t  is  noted in Table XXXVII that only 7 percent were 
at the "us ing"  stage for Prac t ice 1 1 , "adequate supply of s i lage pro­
vided , "  and only 1 2  percent were at the "us ing" stage f or Pract ice 1 2 ,, 
"high qual ity si lage provide d . "  I t  is  fur ther  noted that 50 and 80 
percent re spec tive ly were "unaware" of Prac tices 11 and 1 3 .  Al though 
Prac tice 1 5 , "hay and or si l age provided on pasture " shows ( Table 
XX.XVII )  48 percent in the "us ing" stage , most  of the se producer s were 
us ing hay since only 5 produc er s were feed ing silage . 
There is  strong ind ic at ion that  encouragement of si lage feeding 
should  make a l arge inc rease in prof its  from dairying . Chappel l ( 6 : 1 ) 
reported , based on a ma il survey of 25  milk p lant s , that an inc rea se of 
14 . 5  percent in milk  produc tion c ou ld pos s ibly be attributed to the 
add ition of s ilage t o  the rat ion . Thi s  w ou l d  merit c ons iderat ion in 
future educat iona l program planning . 
Sanitati on Prac t ices  
The next gr oup of  prac tices in  Table XXXVI is general ly c l as s if ied 
under the head ing of sanitary pract ice s ,  and inc ludes  Practices 1 8-20 . 
I t  is  noted that a l l  producer s were , on the average , in the "us ing" 
stage (4 . 8 3 )  with regard to Prac tice 2 0 ,  "f l ie s  systemat ical ly contr ol led , "  
in th� "planning to  try "  stage (2 . 68 )  on Prac t ice 1 9 , " separate feeding 
and l oaf ing areas  provi ded , "  but only in the "intere s ted" stage ( 2  . 1 9) 
on Pract ice 1 8 , " s tr ip cup a lways used . "  When the high and l ow group s 
were c ompared , the only large difference noted was on Prac t ice 1 9 , with 
the high group averaging in the "tried" stage (3 .76) , while the low 
group was only in the uinterestedu stage (2 .08) . 
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In Table XXXVII it is noted that one-half (SO percent) of all 
producers were either unaware of or not interested in using the strip 
cup, and almost the same number (46 percent) weren ' t  interested in 
providing separate feeding and loafing area. About one-fifth (19 per­
cent) of all producers had tried using the strip cup and re jected it. 
Other Practices 
The last three practices in Table XXXVI have been grouped as 
"other practices" for the purposes of this study, and are discussed 
separately. Practice 21, "milking system 6-month checked," had an 
average rating of "planning to try" (3. 01)  for all producers . The high 
producers were in the "tried" stage (3.64) for this practice, while the 
low producers were in the uplanning to try" stage (2. 88) . 
Table XX.XVII shows that 51 percent were in the "using" stage on 
Practice 21, while 35 percent were in the "unaware" stage. The large 
number in the 0unaware" stage reflects approximately the number that 
were milking by hand. 
All proqucers were, on the average, in the "planning to try" 
stage (3. 03) on Practice 22, "professional advice obtained � "  Table 
XX.XVII shows that 48 percent were in the "using" stage in regard to 
this practice, while one-half (SO percent) were not even "planning to 
try" the practice. 
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A l l  pr oducer s were , on the average , i n  the "tried0 stage (4 . 28 ) 
regarding Practice 2 3 , "ca lve s  vac innated f or brucel l os i s , blackleg , 
etc . "  The high producers  rated in the "u sing" stage (4 . 5 6 ) with the 
medium ( 4 . 44) and l ow ( 3 . 84) gr oups in the "trie du stage . Table XX.XVI I 
shows that 57 percent of t he produc er s  were at  the "u s ing" stage , and 
35 percent in the "tr ied" stage f or Prac tice  23 . 
Rel at ion to Herd Size 
Table XXXVI II shows  by her d s ize the total  average rat ing f or 
each of the 2 3  dairy prac t ice s .  In  comparing the 3 herd-s ize categorie s , 
a straight l ine pos i t ive re lat ion may be suggested between s ize of herd 
and management on many prac t ices .  While  on ly 1 0 of the prac t ices  in the 
1 - 1 1  c ow category showed average ra tings  of 3 . 50 or above , 12 were 
intere sted in the 1 2 -29  c ow interval , and 20  in the 30-34 cow inte rval 
had such ratings . The average prac t ic e  d if fusion rat ing f or the ent ire 
group wa s 3 . 08 , with the 1 - 1 1  c ow category showing a 2 . 94 ,  1 2 -2 9  c ow 
category a 3 . 37 and the 30-34 c ow  category the highest  with a 4 . 48 . It  
should  be noted , however , that  only one c ow fel l in the 30-34 c ow  cate -
gory . 
II . BR EEDING OF HEIFERS 
Method 
A l l  pr oducers  were a ske d how heifers were bred and Table  XXXIX 
give s the re sul t s . Sixty percent sa id they u sed a bul l in natural 
TABLE XXXVI I I 
A VERAG E DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTIC E DIFFUSION RATINGS OF HENRY COUNTY DA RYMEN BY HERD SIZ E  QATEGORI ES FOR 
Da iry Management Practice s 
1 .  Artif ic ia l ly inse minate d  1/2 or more cows 
2 .  A l l  cows bre d  to sa me bre e d  bul l 
3 .  60-D ay dry pe riod provide d cows 
4.  12-14 Month ca l ving pe r iod provide d  
5 .  7 5  Pe rcent cows fa l l  fre shene d 
6 .  ? 5  Pe rcent he rd re p l a ce ments ra ise d 
7 .  Adequa te milk  re cords kept 
8 .  Fe d cows a ccording to production 
9 .  Ade qua te he rd re cords kept 
10. C a l ve s  pe rmanently identif ie d  
11. Adequa te supply of sil a ge provide d  
12 . High qua l ity sil a ge provide d 
13 . Silage supp le mente d  with enough hay 
14. High qua l ity hay provide d 
15 . Hay and/or sil age provide d on pasture 
16 .  Ade quate improve d pasture provide d 
17 .  Suf f ic ient summe r pasture p rovide d 
18. Str ip cup · a l ways use d 
19. _ Separate fee ding and loa f ing are a s  provide d 
20 . F l ie s · syste ma tica l ly control le d 
21.  Mil king syste m 6�month che c�e d  
22 . Pfofe ssiona l � dvice obta ine d 
23. C a lve s  vac c inate d  for bruce l losis , e tc .  
Tota l ave rage 
INDI VIDUAL DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTIC ES 
A l l  Da irymen 
Ave ra ge Rating 
(N = ,..7 5 ). 
4 . 16 
3 .  64 
4 . 92 
4. 99 
2 . 15 
4 . 24 
0 . 99 
1 . 08 
3 .  72 
1 . 40 
1 . 11 
0 . 71 
3 . 28 
3 . 91 
. 3 .  0 7  
4 . 24 
3 . 68 
2 . 19 
2 .  68 
4 . 83 
3 . 01 
2 .  69 
4 . 28  
3 . 08 
1-11 c , ws 
Ave rage a ting 
(N . = 52 ) 
2 . 9  
\2-2 9  Cows 
Ave ra ge Ra ting 
(N = 22 ) 
4 . 23 
3. 73 
4. 95 
5 . 00 
2 . 95 
4 � 09 
1 . 18 
1 . 05 
. 4 . 23 
1 . 82 
1 .  8 6  
1. 45 
3 . 45 
4 . 32 
3 . 14 
4. 41 
3 . 73 
3 . 00 
2 . 5 5  
4. 95 
4. 32 
2 . 91 
4 ! 09 
3 . 37 
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30-34 Cows 
Ave rage Ra ting 
(N = 1) 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
2 . 00 
3. 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 00 
5 . 00 
· 4. 00 
5 . 00 
4 . 00 
5 . 00 
4 . . 00 
2 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
5 . 00 
4. 48 
*In the ra ting sca le use d :  0 = una wa re ; 1 = aw� re of the re commende d  pra ctice ; 2 
pr actice ; 4 = trie d the pr actice but not using , and 5 = using the practice . 
inte re ste d in the practice ; 3 = p l anning to try the 
TABLE XXXIX 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY CCXJNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN 1 9 64 BY METHOD OF 
BREEDING HEIFERS* 
Method of Al 1 Da irymen High Med ium Low 
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Breeding Interviewed Producer s Producer s Producers 
He ifer s No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Art if ic ia l l y  2 9  39 9 3 6  7 28  1 3  52 
Natural ly  45  60  15  60  1 8  7 2  12  48  
Both 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 5  1 00 2 5  100 25  1 00 2 5  1 00 
*Percent s are rounded to neares t  whole number . 
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service on al l the ir he ifer s .  One h igh producer indicated that he used 
both art ific ial and natura l breed ing . The other 39 percent bred the ir 
he ifers  art if ic ial ly , w ith 52 percent of the l ow producers u s ing arti­
f ic ial inseminat ion and 40 percent of  the high producer s  us ing th is 
method of breeding at l east  some he ifer s .  
� of Bul l Used 
Table XL reveal s that 54 percent (40 producers)  were us ing beef 
bul l s  on the ir heifer s ,  wh ile 45 percent were us ing dairy bu l l s . The 
high and l ow producer s were both breed ing a bout one-half  of the ir he ifers  
to beef and the other one -hal f  to dairy bul l s . 
III . BREEDING OF COWS 
� of Bul l 
Table  XLI shows that 53  percent were breeding the ir c ows to a 
beef bu l l  and 47 percen t to dairy bul l s .  No dif ference is  sh c:Mn between 
the high and l ow groups , though the medium gr ou p obviously leans toward 
beef while other s favor dairy bul l s . 
IV . FEEDING OF COWS 
Percent of Protein in Da iry Ration 
I t  i s  noted in Table  XLII , that the most common dairy ra tion 
used wa s a 16 percent prote in rat ion , with 27 pe rcent of the producer s 
using it . Twenty-f our  percent of the producer s were us ing a 1 2  percent 
TABLE XL 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL ' HENRY COON'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , 
HI GH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS IN  1 9 64 BY TYPE OF BULL 
USED ON HEIFERS* 
Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Type of Interviewed Producer s Producers Producer s 
Bul l Used No . % No . % No .  % No . % 
Not answered 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 
Dairy 34 45 12  48 9 36 1 3  5 2  
Beef 40 54 1 3  52 1 5  60 1 2  48  
Total 75  1 00 2 5  1 00 25  100 25  1 00 








NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , 
HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS IN 1 9 64 BY TYPE OF BULL 
USED ON COWS* 
Al l Dai rymen High Medium Low 
of Intervi ewed Producers Producers Producer s 
U sed No . % No . % No . % No . % 
3 5  47 1 3  52 9 36  13  52  
40 5 3  12  48 1 6  64 1 2  4 8  
7 5  1 00 2 5  100 2 5  100 25  100  
*Percent s  are rounded to nearest whole number .  
TABLE XLI I 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI E.WED , 
HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW PRODU:::: ERS BY PERCENTS OF PROTEIN USED 
IN DAIRY RATION* 
Percent Prote in Al l Da irymen High Med ium Low 
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in Dairy Interviewed Producer s Produc ers Pr oducers 
Rat ion No . % No . % No . % No . % 
7 % 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
8 % 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
9 % 5 7 2 8 1 4 2 8 
1 0  % 8 1 1  1 4 4 1 6  3 1 2  
1 1  % 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
1 2  % 1 8  24 6 24 5 20  7 28  
1 3  % 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
14  % 1 2  1 6  4 1 6 5 2 0  3 1 2  
1 5  % 5 7 3 1 2  1 4 1 4 
1 6  % 2 1  28 7 28  : 8 32 . 6 24 
Tota l 7 5  100 2 5  1 00 2 5  1 00 25  100 
Average % 
Tr ied 1 3 . 0  1 3 . 5  1 3 . 3  1 2 . 4  
*Percents are rounded to nearest who le  number .  
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rat ion , and the same percentage ( 24) o f  the producers were feeding a 
rat ion between 1 2  and 1 6  percent prote in .  Twenty-two percent of the 
producer s were feed ing a rat ion with les s  than 12  percent protein . 
The high pr oducers  genera l ly were feed ing a l itt le higher percent pr o­
te in rat ion (average of 1 3 . 5 )  than l ow  pr oduc er s (a 1 2 .4  average) . 
Method of Providing Concentrate s 
Ninety-two percent of the producers  indic ated that they bought 
the ir c oncentrates . Only four produc ers were mixing the ir own and two 
producer s were mixing some and buying some . A lmos t a l l  of these pro­
ducers took the ir grain to  the mi l l  and had it ground , added supp lement 
and had it mixed at one of the seven mil l s  in the county . Little dif ­
ference was to  be noted between high and l ow produc t ion group s on th is 
point . 
Gr ind ing .2!, Hay 
Table XLIII shows  that 55  percent of the pr oducer s ground the ir 
hay . Forty percent of the high produc er s and 60 percent of the l ow  pro­
ducers were gr inding hay . Th is appear s to be an area f or some educa­
t ional work . 
� of Hay Fed 
Fif ty-seven pe rcent (43 producer s)  of the dairymen ind ic ated that 
they fed legume-grass  hay . Forty-three percent (32  producer s)  were u s ing 
a legume hay . None of the producer s rep or ted us ing al l gras s hay . 
Comparisons showed no d ifference between pr oduc tion groups . 
TABLE XLIII 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , 
HI GH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS BY WHETHER OR NOT THEY 
GROUND THEI R HA� 
A l l  Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Grinding of I nterviewed . Producers  . Producer s Producers 
Hay No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Did Gr ind Hay 41 - 55  10  40 1 6  64 1 5  60 
D id Not Gr ind Hay - 34 45 1 5  60 9 36  10  40 
Total  75  1 00 2 5  1 00 2 5  1 00 2 5  1 0 0  
*Percents  are rounded to nearest  whole number .  
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Method of Supplying Sal t and Mineral s 
Data in Table XLIV show that 85 percent ( 64 producers )  of the 
dairymen suppl ied sal t  and mineral s  both mixed in the ra tion and free 
choice . Eleven percent (8 pr oducer s )  of the dairymen suppl ied sal t and 
mineral in the rat ion only . A compari son of the high and low producers 
shows that 96  percent of the high compared to 7 6  percent of the l ow 
producer s provided sal t  and miner al s both in the ration and f ree cho ice . 
Storage Capac ity Available !£E.. Si lage 
Eighty-s ix percent ( 64 producer s )  of the dairymen had no st orage 
space f or si lage . The average capac ity for those pr oduc er s with s il os 
was 1 78 ton s . Three medium producer s showed a capac ity of 208 tons wh ile 
the 3 high and 5 low producers each had an average capac ity of 1 67 tons . 
V .  nm RELATION OF PRODUC TION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS TO AGE 
Tabl e XLV shows that the prac t ice diffus ion ratings of pr oducer s 
in the two age groups were in the "pl anning to try" ( 2 50 -349) stage . 
The aver age d iffus ion rating for al l the produc ers wa s 308 . The 
high , medium and l ow  producers  had average rat ings of 325 , 307 and 2 9 1  
re spec tively , a s  ment ioned earl ie r .  S l ight differences were seen in 
prac t ice diffu sion r at ings  re lated to age with a smal l advan tage toward 
the younger ages in high and medium produc tion group s --the reverse be­
ing true f or low producers . 
TABLE XLIV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED ,  
HI GH ,  MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUC ERS B Y  METHOD O F  SUPPLYING SALT 
AND MINERALS* 
Method of Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
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Supplying Sal t Interviewed Produc er s  Producers Producer s 
and Mine ra l s  No . % No . % No .  % No . % 
Mixed in Ration 8 1 1  1 4 2 8 5 2 0  
Free Choice 3 4 0 0 2 8 1 4 
Both 64 85 24 96 2 1  84 1 9  7 6  
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 5  1 00 2 5  1 00 25 100 25  1 00 
*Percent s are rounded to nearest  whole  number . 
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TABLE XLV 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RA TINGS OF 
ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS ACCORDING TO AGE GROUPS* 
Al 1 Dairymen High Med ium Low 
Age Interviewed Producer s . .  Producers Produc er s 
Group of Aver age Average Average Ave rage 
Da irymen No . Rat ing No . Rat ing No . Rat ing No . Rat ing 
2 5 - 54 38 3 . 08 1 4  3 . 34 1 1  3 . 1 2  1 3  2 . 79  
5 5-81  37 3 . 07 1 1  - .  3 .  1 5  14 3 . 03  12  3 . 05 
Ac tual Total 75 3 . 08 2 5  3 . 2 5  2 5  3 . 07 2 5  2 . 9 1  
*In the rat ing scale  used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 2 3  
rec ommended prac t ices ; 2 = intere sted i n  the pract ices ; 3 = pl anning 
to  try the prac t ices ; 4 = tried the prac t ices  but not using ; and 5 = 
ti� ing the prac t ice s .  
VI . 1HE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO EDUCATION LEVELS 
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Tabl e XLVI shows an increa se in prac t ice d if fu sion rat ings with 
the increa se in educat iona l level up to grade 1 2 . There i s  a s l ight de ­
crea se f or the 3 pr oducers  with some educat ion at the col lege level . 
Those in al l three product ion groups ranged somewhere within the "pl an­
ning to try" stage , with the except ion be ing the s ingle low producer 
( 2  . 1 3)  who fel l  in the 0interested" c l a s s if icat ion . 
VI I .  THE REIA TION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO SIZE OF FARM 
Table XLVII shows tha t the high producer s had higher pract ice 
dif fu s ion rat ing s than the l ow group in each of the farm-size categor ies , 
except ing f or two low producer s  in the 400-549 acre category who had 
an average rat ing of 3 . 89 .  The 3 . 89  rat ing wa s . 7 2  d iffus ion point s 
higher than the one producer in the high group had , and wa s the highest 
ave�age rat ing noted . 
Two medium pr oducer s in the 2 00-399  rated . 41 dif fusion point s 
higher than the 4 high producers at that interval whose rat ings aver ­
aged 3 . 2 0 . 
The l arge st d if ference between rat ings of high and l ow produc tion 
groups was seen in the 1 -49 ac re ca tegory where the farmer s were 1 . 35 
dif fusion point s  higher than the l e tter .  Smal l number s in the interval 
detracted from the pos s ible impl ications there . 
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TABLE XLVI 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DA IRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS OF 
ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN . INTE�VIEWED ,  HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND LCM 
PRODUCERS BY EDUCATI ONAL LEVELS* 
Al l Dai rymen High Med ium Low 
Educat ional Interviewed Producers Produc er s Produc er s  
Gra de Average Average Average Average 
Level No . Rat ing No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
None 1 2 . 1 3  0 0 1 2 . 1 3  
1 -7 1 9  2 . 7 8  4 3 . 02 9 2 . 89  6 2 . 45 
8 2 1  3 . 1 2 4 3 . 07 1 0 3 . 2 3  7 3 . 00 
9 -1 1 1 7  3 . 03 8 3 . 14 4 2 . 90 5 2 . 97 
1 2 14 3 . 48 7 3 . 66 2 3 . 44 5 3 . 24 
1 -4 of Col lege 3 3 . 42 2 3 . 1 7 0 1 3 . 9 1 
Actual Total 3 . 08 3 ·. 2 s  3 . 07 2 . 9 1  
*In the rat ing scale · used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 2 3  
rec ommended prac t ices ; 2 = intere s ted i n  the prac t ice s ;  3 = pl anning 
to  try the prac t ices ; 4 = tr ied the pract ices but not us ing ; and 5 = 
using the prac t ices . 
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TABLE XLVII 
NUMBERS. AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RATINGS 
OF ALL HENRY COONTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH ,  MEDIUM AND 
LOW PRODUCERS BY SIZE OF FARM CATEGORIES* 









Al 1 Dai rymen 
Intervi ewed 
Average . 
No . Ra ting 
8 
1 7  
2 6  
1 3  
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3 
7 5  
2 . 7 6  
3 .  1 5  
3 . 03 
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3 . 08 
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2 5  
3 . 30 
3 . 35 
3 . 35 
3 . 32 
3 . 20 
3 . 1 7 
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2 5  
2 . 30  
3 . 2 0  
3 . 1 6  
2 .  7 2  
3 . 6 1  












1 . 9 6  
3 . 03 
2 . 64 
3 . 1 9 
2 . 69  
3 . 89 
2 . 9 1  
*In the rat ing sca le used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 2 3  
recommend pract ices ; 2 = intere sted in the prac t ices ; 3 = pl ann ing 
to try the practices ; 4 = tr ied the prac tices  but not us ing ; and 5 = 
using the pract ice . 
VIII . nrn RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO OCCUPATION 
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Eighty-f our percent ( 63 producers)  were c l as sif ied as ful l -t ime 
farmers , while  1 6  pe rcent ( 1 2 producers) were c l as sis ied a s  par t-t ime 
farmer s .  The aver age d if fus ion ra ting f or the ful l -t ime farmers was 
3 . 07 compared to  3 . 1 5 f or the part-t ime f arme rs . High producers  in 
the part-t ime category ( 3 . 5 1 )  had higher rat ings than fu l l -time f armer s 
( 3 . 1 8)  wh ile  the rever se wa s true f or the l ow ( 2 . 7 7 and 2 . 93 re spec ­
t ively) . 
IX . THE R ELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO SOORCE OF INCOME 
Table XLVIII shows that da irying was the ma jor source of income 
f or 2 7  ( 35 pe rcent ) of the producer s ,  other farm enterprises constituted 
the ma jor source f or 37 (49 percent ) and non-f arm inc ome f or 1 1  ( 1 5  
percent) of the producers . The "pl anning to  try" stage wa s whe re a l l  
producers i n  the high , med ium and l ow group s rated with no c ons istent 
rel at ionship  exis ting between source of inc ome and pr oduct ion and 
managetrent level s .  S urpris ingly , l ow  producers who gave dairying as a 
maj or source of income rated higher ( 3 . 38)  than the ir c ounterparts in 
the higher gr oup ( 3 . 1 6) . Non-farm high producers rated at the highe st 
management leve l . ind icated ( 3 . 48 ) . 
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TABLE XL VII I 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RA TINGS OF 
ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INrERVIE.WED , HIGH, MEDIUM AND LCM 
PRODUCERS BY MAJOR SOURCE OF INCOME* 
Al l Dairymen High Medium Low 
Ma j or I nterviewed Producers  Producers  Producer s 
Source of Aver age Average Average Average 
Inc ome No . Ra ting No . Rat ing No . Rat ing No . Rat ing 
Dairying 2 7  3 . 1 9  9 3 . 1 6 1 1  3 '. 09 I 3 . 38 
Other Farm 37 2 . 9 6  1 1  3 . 2 3  I O  3 . 1 2 1 6  2 . 68 
Non-f arm 1 1  3 . 20 5 3 . 48 4 2 . 8 9  2 3 . 1 3 
Ac tual Total 75  3 . 08 25  3 . 2 5 2 5  3 . 07  25 2 . 9 1 
*In the rat ing scale used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 2 3  
rec ommended prac tices ; 2 = intere sted in the prac t ice s ;  3 = planning 
to  try the pract ices ; 4 = tr ied the pr ac t ices but not using ; and 5 = 
using the prac tices . 
X .  TIIE RELATION OF PRODUC TION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO SEX 
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Fourteen of the re spondent s interviewed were fema le ; however ,  
only three were solely respons ible for the da iry operat ion . Two of the 
women were in the high produc tion group and one wa s in the l ow  group . 
A d iffus ion rati ng of 3 . 08 f or mal e  and 3 . 09 f or female  ref lec ted no 
apparent relat ionship between sex and management .  
XI . 'IBE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MA.NAGEMENT 
LEV ELS TO GROSS FAMILY INC Cl-iE 
In Table XLIX it is noted that pract ice diffus ion rating s in­
creased as  �he level s of gross family  income went up . Eighty-f ive per­
cent ( 64 pr oducers) of the d a irymen were in the "p l anning to  try" 
s tage with a rat ing of 3 . 01 in the income range of $2 000-$7 9 99 . Twelve 
percent (9 pr oducer s) were in the "tried" stage with a rat ing of 3 . 6 5 
in the $8000-$2 9 , 999  inc ome range . High producer s  in the top category 
rated sl ightly  l ower than othe rs in management , though smal l number s are 
involved . It  appears that producer s with higher gros s family inc ome 
tend to  f ol l ow more rec ommended produc tion and management pr act ice s . 
XII .  TIIE R ELATION OF PRODUC TION AND MANAGEMENT 
LEVELS TO DAI RY HERD RA'.TING 
Table  L suggests  a s l ight pos it ive rel at ion between the way the 
produc er s rated the ir herds  and the ir management level on the rat ing 
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TABLE XLIX 
NUMBERS AN D AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTI CE DIFFUSION RA TINGS OF 
ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN 1N1'ERVIEWED , HIGH , MEDIUM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS BY TOTAL GROSS FAMILY INCOME REPORTED* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Total Gross Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Family Income Average Average Average Average 
Category No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
Not Answered 2 2 . 70 2 2 . 70 
$2000-7999 64 3. 01  21 3 . 21 22 2 . 9 6 21 2 .86  
8000-29, 999 9 3 . 65 4 3 . 50 3 3. 88 2 3 . 63 
Total 75 3 . 08 25 3 . 25 25 3 . 07 25 2 . 9 1  
*In the rating scale used: 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 23 
recommended practices ; 2 = interested in the practices ; 3 = planning 
to try the practices ; 4 = tried the practices but not using ; and 5 = 
using the practices. 
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TABLE L 
NUMBERS AND AVERAGE DAIRY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE DIFFUSION RA TINGS OF 
ALL HENRY COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , HIGH , MEDI UM AND LOW 
PRODUCERS BY RATINGS THEY GAVE THEIR OWN DAIRY HERDS AS 
TO CONDITION AND VALUE* 
All  Dai rymen High Medium Low 
Rat ing s Dairymen Interviewed Producer s Producer s Producers 
Gave The ir Own Average Average Aver age Average 
Herds  No . Rat ing No . Rating No . Rating No . Rating 
Not Answered 5 3 . 1 8 0 4 3 . 22  1 3 . 04 
Poor 2 2 . 8 1  2 2 . 81  0 0 
Fair 32 2 . 9 5  7 2 . 9 8 14 3 . 1 0 1 1  2 . 73 
Good 33 3 . 1 9 14 3 .43 7 2 . 92  12  3 . 06 
Exc el lent - 3 3 . 2 9  2 3 . 42 0 1 3 . 04 
Total 75 3 . 08 2 5  3 . 2 5 2 5  3 . 07 25 2 . 9 1 
*In the rating scale used : 0 = unaware ; 1 = aware of 2 3  
rec ommend prac tice s ;  2 = interested in the practices ; 3 = pl anning 
to try the prac t ices ; 4 = tr ied the prac t ices  but not us ing ; and 5 = 
using the practice . 
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scale . Eight -eight percent of the producer s ra ted the value of the ir 
herd s  e ither "fa ir "  or "good" . Thirty-two producers rat ing the ir herd s 
"fa ir" had a pract ice d iffus ion sc ore of 2 .  95 , while 33 pr oducers rat ing 
the ir herds  "good" had an average sc ore of 3 . 1 9 . Three pr oduce rs rated 
the ir herd s "excel lent" and had a d iffus ion score of 3 . 2 9 , whi le 2 pro­
ducer s rat ing the ir herds  as  "poor" sc ored 2 . 8 1 .  
A l l average rat ings  in thi s grou p were in the "planning to  try" 
stage . It seemed that mo st of the produc er s wanted t o  rate the ir herds 
"average" which wa s not l isted in the rat ings . 
XII I . TIIE RELATION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LEVELS 
TO INTEREST IN IMPROVING DAIRY MANAGEMENT 
Al l da irymen were rated by the interviewer as to his  judgemen t 
of the ir interest in improving the ir da iry management . Table LI shows 
the producer s average d iffu s ion rat ing s  in the rel a t ion to the intere st 
in improving as seen by the interviewer . 
A higher average prac t ice diffu s ion rating is  shown f or those who 
were more interested as it appeared to the interviewer . On the average 
the "not interested or ind if feren t" group sc ored 2 .  7 5  compared to 3 .  04 
f or the "somewhat interested " and 3 . 44 for the "very intere sted " .  The 
high produc er s  sc ored . 36 po int s above the l ow  producer s who appeared 
to  be "not interested or indifferent u and . 43 point s higher than those 
who were " s omewhat intere sted " .  The reverse wa s true for the "very 
inte re sted" �here the l ow pr oducer s sc ored . 1 7 point s higher--ind icating 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHAPTER II I 
SUMMARY 
A tota l of 75 Henry County manufacturing mil k  pr oducer s who pro­
duced milk in 1 9 64 were interviewed regarding the ir dairy produc tion 
pract ice s .  
Us ing 1 9 64 inf ormat ion obtained from the Par is  Pe t Mil k  Company , 
the producer s were divided into three equal pr oduc tion groups (high , 
med ium and l ow) accordi ng to  average annua l bu tterf at product ion per 
c ow .  
Produc er s were questioned concern ing the use of 2 3  rec ommended 
produc tion pract ices , and , as  a resul t ,  given dairy produc t ion manage­
ment prac t ice diffus ion ratings rang ing from O ,  f lunaware fl to 5 ,  "using" . 
Average prac tice diffus ion rat ing s were e stabl ished for al l producers 
and f or the 3 pr oduc tion groups . The pract ice diffus ion rat ing s were 
u sed in comparing the management level s of high , med ium , l ow ,  and al l 
producer s in rel at ion t o :  1 )  produc t ion ;  2 )  stage in the diffu s ion 
process ; 3)  herd s ize ; 4) age ; 5 )  educ ationa l level ; 6 )  si ze of farm ;  
7 )  occupation ; 8 )  sourc e of inc ome ; 9 )  sex ; 1 0) gros s family inc ome ; 
1 1 )  herd ratings , and 1 2 )  interest in improving the ir da iry management . 
In add ition to  inf ormat ion regard ing the 2 3  recommended prac t ices , 
other data were obta ined  regard ing breed ing and feeding prac tices . For 
example , que stions were asked to revea l method s used for b reed ing he ifers 
9 7  
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and the type( s )  of bul l s  (dairy o r  beef ) used on he ifers and c ows . 
Feed ing inf ormat ion obtained in addit ion to that inc luded in the 
2 3  rec ommended prac t ice s had to do with : 1 )  the percent  of protein in 
the dairy rat ion ; 2 )  me thods of providing c oncentrate s ;  3 )  whether hay 
was ground or not ; 4) type s of hay fed ; 5 )  methods of supplying sal t  and 
mineral s ,  and 6 )  the st orage capac ity avail able for s ilage . 
I nf ormat ion regarding management pract ice s of manufactur ing mi lk 
producer s ,  espec ial l y c omparat ive inf ormat ion between l ow and high pro­
ducers in Tenne s see was 1 imi ted as was f ound to  be true in most othe·r 
area s . A s tudy in Virginia , one in Mis s i s s ipp i ,  and a mail -out que st ion­
naire in Tennessee to twenty-f ive mil k  plan t s  gave relative ly l ittle 
spec if ic inf ormation re l ative to prac t ices  used and not u sed by dairy­
men in Henry Count y .  
I .  REVI 'EW OF FINDINGS 
The fol l owing is a br ief summary of the ma jor f ind ings as related 
to product ion and management prac t ices  of manufacturing mi lk producer s 
in Henry County : 
1 .  The high produc ers showed a higher average pract ice diffus ion 
rat ing than the l ow producers on 1 5  of the 2 3  pract ices c ons idered. 
2� The high producer s  had ratings  of . 7 2 d iffu s ion point s , or 
more , greater than the l ow  producer s ori the fol l owing 7 prac t ices : a) 
7 5  percent of the cows fal l -f re shened ;  b) s i lage supp lemented with 
enough hay ; c )  high qual ity hay provided ; d )  adequate impr oved pa stu re 
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provided ; e)  separate feed ing and l oaf ing areas  provided ; f )  mi lking 
system s ix-months checked ; and g) ca lve s vacc ina ted f or brucel l osis , 
etc . 
3 .  The inc i dence of dairying in the "unaware " stage on the 2 3  
r ec ommended practice s , on the ave rage , wa s 24 percent , whi le the ave rage 
"us ing" percent wa s onl y 47 . 
4 . Le s s  than 8 percent were u sing the fo l l ow ing three practices : 
a )  adequate mil k rec ord s kept ; b) fed cows according to produc t ion , and 
c )  adequate supply of s il age provided . 
5 .  Le s s  than 2 0  percent of the dairymen were fre shen ing c ows in 
the fal l - -thi s prac t ice being of debatable  value f or manufac tur ing 
mi lk producer s in recent year s . 
6 · . Fif ty percent were unaware of the prac tice "feed ing acc ord ing 
to  produc t ion" . 
7 · . The l arger he rd� showed the highe st management level s .  
8 .  Both high and l ow producer s were us ing beef bul l s  to breed 
cows  and he ifer s in abou t 50 percent of the · ca ses . 
9 i  High producer s tended to  feed a sl ightly highe r pr ote in 
ration than the other two group s . 
10 .  S ixty percent of the l ow producer s  and 40 percent of the 
high produc er s  fol l ow the unprof itable prac t ice of gr inding hay . 
1 1 . More of the h igh producer s provided sa l t  and minera ls  both 
in the rat ion and free choice than the l ow .  
1 2 . Younger dairymen tended to  have a sl ight ly highe r prac t ice 
diffus ion rat ing than older one s .  
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13 . Dairymen with higher levels of education tended to have higher 
practice diffusion ratings . 
14 . The practice diffusion ratings tended to increase with the 
rise in gross family income. 
15 . Eighty-eight percent of the producers felt that their herds 
were about "average" and rated them as either "good" or "fair" . 
16 _. More than one-third of the producers indicated they had 
t�ied but were not now using the following three practices : a) calves 
vaccinated for brucellosis, etc.; b) all cows bred to sane breed bull, 
and c) artificially inseminated one-half or more of cows . 
II o IMPLICATIONS 
Implications from this study are as follows: 
L The data indicated a strong relationship between recommended 
practice adoption and level of production verifying the importance of 
many practices were, in the main, not being used . 
2 .. The bundle of practices relating to record keeping offers 
an educational challenge in extension work witn all producers . 
3. Further evaluation of data obtained through the survey and 
consideration of the findings relating to recommended practices should 
'be helpful when planning to further educational dairy work in Henry 
County . 
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The two previous problems in this series were concerned with the 
characteristics and management practices of Henry County manufacturing 
milk producers . Further analysis of the data collected in this study 
is necessary in order . to identify the factors influencing them to adopt 
or not to adopt recommended dairy management practices. 
Dairying is an important agricultural enterprise in Henry County 
and represents almost 15 percent of the total county - farm income. In 
1959 dairy products ranked third in enterprise value being. exceeded 
only by the sale of cattle and calves and field crops (5 : 217 ) *. The 
dairy industry has undergone many changes and . made rapid growth during 
the past 15 years. One of the sign ificant happenings in this period 
was the location . of a Pet Milk Company buying station at Paris in 1950 
which provided a market for milk �or manufacturing purposes . Another 
factor affecting the manufacturing milk producers in the county was the 
drive put on by the Sealtest Milk Company during the �id 1950 ' s, for 
Grade A milk producers. The number of Grade A produ cers increased from 
23 in 1955 to 60 in 1963 (17:2). Much of this increase was from· pro­
ducers who had previously sold manufacturing milk . At the time of the 
present study there were 132 Henry County produ cers . selling to the Pet 
Milk Company in Paris . 
. �Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the bib­
liography ; those after the colon are page numbers. 
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Members of the County Extension staff have made considerable 
effort through the years to present educational information to Henry 
County dairymen . Some of the methods that have been used inciude : 
demonstrations ; tours ; farm management schools ; dairy meetings ; circu­
lar -letters ; news articles ; radio programs ; county dairy shows, and 
individual work with the producers . Also, a 4-H dairy-calf chain was 
started in November, 196 5. Attempts have been made to evaluate the 
results of this teaching, but no previous attempt has been made to 
determine what factors have influenced Manufacturing Milk Producers 
to adopt or not to adopt recommended dairy management practices . 
I . PURPOSE OF  THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to try to determine what factors, 
other than those identified earlier, had influenced manufacturing milk 
producers in Henry County to adopt or not adopt recommended dairy 
management practices . 
II . REVIEW O F  LITERATURE 
Studies (1 : 4 )  have shown that farmers adopt new ideas or prac­
tices at different times . They tend to be at different stages in the 
adoption process at different times as it may relate to a given, recom­
mended, proven practice or bundle of pra�tices. 
The adoption process is a mental process through which an indi­
vidual passes from first hearing about a new idea to its final adoption. 
Authorities generally agree that the stages in the adoption process 
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include the following : 1) awareness (referred to in this study as 
"aware�'); 2) interest (hereafter referred to as "interested" ) ; 3) eval­
uation ( referred to hereafter as "planning to try" ) ; 4 )  trial (called 
"tried" in this study) ,  and 5) adoption (hereina fter called "using" ). 
Research has indicated, in general terms, that as one proceeds from 
unawareness to "using" that more and more intensive or personal contacts 
are required if adoption of a practice is to result. 
At the "aware" and "interested" stages,- mass media sources, such 
as demonstrations, farm maga zines, newspapers, and radio are most im­
portant. At the "planning to try" and "tried" stages, neighbors and 
friends are generally more important inf luences than mass media . When 
farmers move closer to the "using" stage, personal contacts with repre­
sentatives of agricultural agencies are of more importance, but may 
still be secondary to neighbors and friends. 
Resea rch findings (1 : 6 ) generally indicate that farmers who are 
the first to adopt have the following : 1 )  more formal education than 
others ; 2) f avorable attitudes toward extension a nd other educational 
agencies ; 3)  more participation in general farm organizations ; 4 )  chil­
dren in 4-H clubs or vocational agriculture ; S) a high value pla ced on 
individual achievement, and 6)  family members who participate in the 
decision making and the . operation of the farm. 
I I I • METHODS 
A list of manufacturing milk producers in Henry County was 
brought up to date and information concerning tot�l milk sold , butterfat 
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test , and bacterial count figures for 1964 were obtained from the local 
manufacturing milk plant. 
A random sample of 75 producers was taken from the 132 manufac­
turing milk producers in Henry County. Each of these producers was 
contacted personally and interviewed using a schedule (see Appendix) 
consisting of questions designed to reveal characteristics , production 
practices , and factors influencing practice adoption . This study has 
to do with those questions related to the factors influencing practice 
adoption not already dealt with in a related problem above. The 75 pro­
ducers were divided into thirds according to average 1964 butterfat 
production figures in pounds per cow. The high group (25 producers ) 
had average butterfat production ranging downward from . 454 to 261 pounds ; 
the medium group (25 producers ) had production from 260 to 208 pounds ; 
and the low group ( 2 5 producers ) were in a range from 200 down to 77 
pounds. Main comparisons in the present study will be between high and 
low producers. Analysis will be based on simple numbers and percents , 
and average shown where pertinent. The medium group will be considered 
when appropr iate. 
CHAPTER II 
FINDINGS 
I . TIUNGS LIKED ABOUT MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCTION 
Each producer was asked to tell what he liked most about manu­
facturing milk production . Table LII shows - that 9 2  percent ( 69 dairy� 
men ) said that it provided a regular source of income and is a stable 
form of agriculture. Four of the producers gave as their answer , "I 
love dairy cattle . "  . Two of these . were in the high group and one each 
in the medium and low groups. Two other an swers given by high producers 
were "It provides me with a marketable product" and "I like being my 
own boss . "  
The fact that 9 2  percent milked mainly for the income may be one 
of the reasons why there had been a decrease over the most recent 1 2  
years in the number of manufacturing _ milk producers. More profitable 
and les s  confining sources of income off the farm may have given those 
with smaller investment s - in their milking operations a chance to stop 
milking . 
II. THINGS DISLIKED ABOUT MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCTION 
Forty-eight percent of all dairymen gave the one thing they dis­
liked about manufacturing milk production as , "Too confining. " It is 
shown in Table LIII that the high , medium and low groups each had 1 2  




NUMB ERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUN'IY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS MENTIONING. THINGS TilEY LIKED MOST 
ABOUT MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCTION* 
Thing Liked Most A l l  Dairymen High Medium Low 
About Manufacturing Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Mil k ,.Production No . % No . % No . % No . % 
It provides me with 
a marketab le product 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
It provides me a regu-
lar source of income 
and is a stab le form 
of agricu lture 69 92 21 84 24 96 24 96 
I love dairy catt le 4 6 2 8 1 4 1 4 
Being my own boss 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 7 5  100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
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TABLE LIII 
NUMBER S AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH ,  
MEDIUM AND . La.J' PRODUCERS MENTIONING TIIINGS THEY DISLIKED MOST 
ABOUT MANUFACWRING MILK PRODUCTION 
Think Disl iked Most A l l  Dairymen High Medium Low 
About Manufactur ing Interviewed Produc ers Producer s Producers 
Mil k  Production No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Too conf ining 36 48 1 2  48 1 2  48 1 2  48 
I ' m physica l ly un-
able to do the job 
right 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
The return on my 
time and money i s  
inadequate 1 1  1 5  5 2 0  2 8 4 1 6  
My fac il ities are-
n ' t  suited to it 3 4 0 0 2 8 1 4 
It  takes  too large 
an investment 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
No dis l ike 6 8 2 8 1 4 3 1 2  
Other 1 7  2 3  5 20  8 32 4 1 6  
Total 7 5  1 00 2 5  1 00 2 5  100 2 5  1 00  
*Percent s are rounded t o  the nearest whole number . 
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_ Twenty-three percent of all dairymen reported "other" major dis­
likes other than the ones . shown in Table LIII, some of these related to 
weather conditions around the barn, and small size of their operation. 
"The .return - on my time and money is inadequate" was the answer 
given by 15  per cent. ''My facilities aren ' t  suited" was mentioned by 
3 producers, none of which were in the high group. One producer in the 
high group felt that he was physically .unable to do the job, and one in 
the low group said, "It takes too large an investment. " 
It is noted that 8 percent (6 producers) of the dairymen did 
not have a particular dislike. Two of these were in the high group 
and 3 were in the low group. 
III. REASONS WHY MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS DO NOT 
ADOPT RF.COMMENDED PRACTICFS 
In order to determine the relative importance of some reasons as 
to why _ manufacturing milk producers do not adopt recommended d�iry 
production practices, each rµilk producer was asked to select the three 
most important reasons from a set of ten . This was done by giving the 
respondent a set of ten cards, with a.reason typed on each, from which 
he made his decision. After the three reasons were selected, he was 
asked to rank them in order of importance as to why he thought manu­
facturing �ilk produce�s do not adopt recommended dairy production 
practices, and to give any other reasons he felt to be important. 
Table LIV shows a combined summary. of numbers and percents of 
all dairymen, high, medium and low producers who ranked each reason as 
TABLE LIV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS RATING VARIOUS REASONS WHY 
MANUFACTIJRING . MILK PRODUCERS DO NOT ADOPT RECOMMENDED 
DAIRY PRACTICES FIRST, SECOND OR THIRD RANKING* 
Reasons Why Dairymen AU Dairymen High Medium Low 
1 1 0 
Do Not Adopt Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Recommended Practices** No. % No . % No. % No. % 
Not Answered 12 16 3 12 3 12 6 24 
Cost of practice out-
wieghs possible bene-
fits 47 63 15 60 17 68 15 60 
Fae ili ties not suited 45 60 17 68 13 52 15 60 
More rewarding activi- · 
ties claim owners time 
and money 43 57 16 64 12 48 15 60 
Don ' t  have the technical 
knowledge needed 28 37 10 40 8 32 10 40 
Physically unable to do 
superv ision and manage-
ment of job needed 18 24 6 24 4 24 6 24 
Expect to sell dairy 
herd 13 17 4 16 6 24 3 12 
Don ' t  believe practices 
are sound 7 9 3 12 2 8 2 8 
Have tried and found 
unsatifactory 6 8 1 4 4 16 1 4 
Expect to move away 
from farm 4 5 0 0 2 8 2 8 
Uncertainty of ownership 
in undivided estate 2 3 0 0 2 8 0 0 
*Percents are rounded to the nearest whole number. 
**Numbers and percents do not add up to totals since all dairy­
men gave three most important reasons. 
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either first, second, or third in importance . An examination of the 
data reveals that there was very little difference between the high 
and low producer with regard to selection of reasons . In fact, the 
highest difference found on any reason between the three production 
groups was a difference of 4 producers which was found in . two instances . 
It also was noted that more produ cers selected the three reasons that 
ranked at the top, than a combination of the other seven reasons con­
sidered . 
Reason 1, "cost of practices outweighs possible benefits, " was 
selected by 63 percent (47 producers ) of all dairymen . Some of . the 
respondents mentioned some practices they felt were in this category . 
Those most often heard were : 1) providing silage ; 2) using artificial 
insemination ; 3)  producing alfalfa. hay, and 4) feeding 16-18 percent 
protein feeds . 
Reason 2, "facilities not suited, " was selected by 60 percent 
(45 producers ) of all dairymen . High producers (68 percent) mentioned 
this item most frequently . Some of the practices.that producers indi­
cated dairymen had not adopted due to "lack of suitable facilities" 
included: . 1)  providing separate feeding and loafing areas ; 2) provid­
ing adequate amount of improved pasture, and 3) feeding cows according 
to production . 
Reason 3, "more rewarding activities claim owner ' s  time and 
moner, " was selected by 57 percent (43 produ cers) of all dairymen . 
Sixty-four percent of the high producers selected this reason, 48 per­
cent of the medium, and 60 percent of the low producers selected it . 
Some of the comments regarding this reason we re ''We don ' t  have the 
money at the time I want to make certain changes" and "I jus t don ' t  
get started on some of the practices that need attention . "  
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Reason 4, "don't have the technical knowledge needed, " was 
selected by 37 percent (28 producers) of all the dairymen. It  seemed 
that the producers mentioning this were the ones with the highe r educa­
tional leve 1 .  
The · six remaining reasons (Table LIV) and percents of producers 
mentioned them . were : 
Reason 5, "physically . unable to do supervision and management 
of job needed, " (24 percent) 
Reason 6, "expect to sell dairy he rd, " (17 percent) 
Reason 7, "don't believe practices are sound, " (9 percent) 
Reason 8, "have tried and found unsatisfacto ry, " �8  pe rcent) 
Reason 9, "expect to move away from _ the · fa rm, " (5 percent) 
Reason 10, "uncertainty of ownership in undivided estate , "  (3 
percent) . 
Each respondent was asked whether or not he thou�ht there were 
other re_asons why -manufacturing �ilk producers do not <?dopt recommended 
dairy production practices . Twenty-five percent (19 producers) gave 
other re9sons . About half of these were "no t enough initiative" or 
"too lazy . "  The other reasons were related to restatements of the 
ten reasons mentioned above . 
IV. DAIRY MANAG EMENT ADVICE SOUGHT 
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Farmers obtain information from many sources (1:7 ) . Research 
has shown that most sources used by farmers vary with stages in the 
adoption process . Table LV shows that 80 percent of the dairymen in­
terviewed sought advice concerning dairy management . Each dairyman 
talked to an average of 2. 5 individuals . The high produce.rs talked to 
an average of 1 . 9, the medium 2 . 3, and the low 3 . 1  . 
. Seventy-seven percent of all dairymen ranked the "milk plant 
field man" as their first choice when they sought advice concerning 
dairy management . This is understandable . since these producers sought 
advice frequently concer�ing milk coolers and equipment and this in 
most cases was serviced by the field man . In addition to this he makes 
regular visits to all of these producers . All three production groups 
agreed on this first choice with 76 percent of the high, 68 percent of 
the medium, and 88 percent of the low producers seeking advice from 
this source . 
"Neighbor or friend" rated second with 39 percent of the pro­
ducers mentioning this source . A higher percent of the low producers 
(56 percent ) used this source than did the medium (32 percent ) or the 
high producers (24 percent) .  "Feed dealer or salesman " was second 
choice for the high producer (28 percent) and the medium producer (40 
percent) ,  with 33 percent of all dairymen seeking his advice and making 
him third in importance as a source of help . 
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TABLE LV 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN IN TER VIEWED, 
HIGH, MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS B Y  FREQUENCY WI'TII WHICH 
THEY REPOR TED HAVING SOUGHT ADVICE CONCERNING 
DAIRY MANAGEMENT OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS* 
All . Dairymen High Medium Low 
Person from Whom Interviewed Producers . Producers Producers 
Advice Was Sought** No. % No . % No . % No . % 
None sought 15 20 6 24 8 32 1 4 
Neighbor or friend 28 39 6 24 8 32 14 56 
Local veterinarian 22 29 5 20 6 24 1 1  44 
Milk plant fieldman 58 77 19  76 17 68 22 88 
Health department 
sanitarian 5 7 1 4 1 4 3 1 2  
County agent 1 3  1 7  4 1 6  5 20 4 1 6  
Feed dealer or salesman 25 33 7 28 10 40 8 32 
Banker or PCA repre -
sentative 4 5 0 0 2 8 2 8 
DHIA supervisor or 
ABA technician 20 27 4 1 6  5 20 1 1  44 
Extension dairyman 6· 8 1 4 3 12  2 8 
Vo-Ag teacher 3 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 
Average Number of 
Individuals Giving 
Advice 2. 5 1 . 9 2. 3 3. 1 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
**Numbers and percents will neither add up to the total of 75 
dairymen interviewed nor to 1 00 percent since dairymen talked to one 
or more individuals. 
.,,. -f
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The fourth ranking individual to give advice was- the "local 
veterinarian. "  Forty- four percent of the low producers , 24 percent 
of the medium and 20 percent of the high producers rec� ived helpful 
information from this person. The total of 2 9  percent consul ting this 
source may indicate that most of this. was for animal health rather than 
seeking management advice. 
The other sources of advice sought and their p ercentages were: 
1 )  DHIA supervisor or ABA technician ( 2 7  percent) ; 2 )  county agent (17 
percent) ; 3 )  extension dairymen (8  percent) ; 4) health department sani­
tarian ( 7  percent) , and 5 )  Vo-ag teacher (4 percent) . 
V. ADD ITIONAL SOURCES OF DAIRY MANAGEMENT INFORMATION USED 
Ninety-nine percent of all dairymen interviewed indicated that 
they received certain dairy management information from . other sources 
as listed in Table LVI. All dairymen reported that they received in­
formation · from an average of 3 . 6  sources . The high group averaged 
3 . 2 ,  the medium 3 . 9 ,  and the low 3 . 7 sources . 
Farm magazines were by far the most popular . source reported , 
with 88 percent of all producers indicating this sour�e.  The low 
group reported . 96 percent, the medium group 92 percent , while the high 
group was lowest with 76 percent. 
It was interesting to note that radio rated second as a source 
of information with 71 percent of all producers interviewed and daily 
newspapers running a close third with 65 percent. The groups ranged 
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TABLE LVI 
NUMBER S AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVIEWED , HIGH , 
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY FR�UENCY WITH WHICH THEY REPORTED 
RECEIVING INFORMATION USEFUL IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THEIR 
DAIRY HERDS FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES* 
All Dairymen High Medium Low 
Source of Useful Interviewed Producers Producers Producers 
Information* No . % No. % No . . ,% No . . % 
None 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Farm magazines 66 88 19 . . 76 23 92 24 96 
Radio 53 7 1  16 64 18 72 19 76 
Daily newspapers 49 65 15 60 18 72 16 64 
University bulletins 
and publications 33 44 12 48 8 32 13 52 
Commercial feed 
company bulletins 22 29 8 32 8 32 6 24 
Farm meetings 15 20 4 16 6 24 5 20 
Television 15 20 2 8 7 28 6 24 
Weekly newspapers 9 12 4 16 3 12 2 8 
Field days 8 1 1  1 4 6 24 1 4 
Newsletters 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 
Average Number of 
Sources of Information 3.6 3. 2 3 .9 3. 7 
*Percents are rounded to nearest whole number. 
**Numbers and percents will neither add up to the total of 75 
dairymen interviewed nor 100 percent since dairymen received informa- · 
tion from more than one source. 
from 60 to 76 percent with the- low producers using these sources a 
little more than the high producers. 
University bulletins and publications was another source of 
information with 44 percent of all dairymen . reporting its use. Little 
difference was noted · between the high and low groups relative to this 
source. Twenty-nine percent of the producers received information 
from commercial feed company bulletins. 
Farm meetings and television were of equal importance as reported 
by 20 percent of the dairymen. The low and medium producers reported 
about twice as much use as thse sources as did the - high producers. 
Twelve percent of . the producers reported weekly newspapers , 11 
percent reported field days, and one producer reported newsletters as 
a source of information . 
From Table LVI it is interesting _ to note that 7 out of the 10 
sources of information showed a higher percent use by the low producers 
than the high producers. Also, the medium producers showed a higher 
percent use in 6 of the 10 sources. than the high producers . 
VI . . DEGREE 'IO WHICH INTERVIEWER WAS FAMILIAR 
WITII DAIRY SITUATION 
Table LVII shows that the interviewer was "very familiar" or 
"fairly familier" with 44 percent of . the high producer situations. It 
further shows . that the interviewer was "not familiar" or "not very 
familiar" with 69 percent of the total producers in this study ; this 
includes 88 percent of the medium producers and 64 percent of the low 
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TABLE LVII 
NUMB ERS AND PER.C ENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI EWED , HIGH , 
MEDIUM AND LOW PRODUCERS BY DEGREE 'IO WHICH INTERVI EWER 
WAS FAMILIAR . WI IB THE DAIRY SI TUATIONS 
OF THE RES POND ENTS* 
De gree  to Which Al l Dairymen High Med ium Low 
Inte rviewe r Knew In te rviewe d Produce rs  Produce rs  Produce rs 
Da iry S itu a t ion No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Ve ry Familiar  8 11 5 20 1 4 2 8 
Fa ir ly Familia r  15  20 6 24 . 2 8 7 28 
Not Ve ry Fa_miliar  43 57 11 44 20 80 12 48 
Not Familiar  9 12 3 1 2  2 8 . 4 16 
Tota l 75  100 25 100 25 100 25 100 
*Pe rcents are rounde d to ne a re s t  whole numbe r .  
producers . The fact that high producers were, in the main, better 
known is consistent with findings reported elsewhere (21:2 5) . 
VII . PRODUCER ' S  NEED FOR INCREASING ATTENTION 
'ID MANAGEMENT OF HERD 
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In Table LVIII the interviewer ' s  opinion was that 36 · of the 42 
dairymen, known well enough to evaluate, "should pay more attention' '  
to the management of their dairy herds . Eight of these . were high pro­
ducers and 14 each were in the medium and low groups. The interviewer 
felt that the one producer in the high group who was doing an out­
standing job of management, did not need to be concerned with better 
management, whereas 5 producers in the medium and low groups were 
either out of or going out of the production of manufacturing milk 
and would not benefit by being concerned with management. 
The interviewer . was "uncertain" about 44 percent of the producers 
as shown in Table LVIII. 
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TABLE LVI II 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF ALL HENRY COUNTY DAIRYMEN INTERVI E.WED , HI GH ,  
MEDIUM A ND  LOW PRODUC ERS WH O  SHOULD , I N  Tirn INTERVI EWER ' S  OPINION , 
PAY MORE ATTENTI ON TO THE Mi\NAGEMENT OF THEIR DAIRY HER.D* 
Attent ion Pa id to 
Management 
Da iry He rd 
Shoul d Pay 
At tent ion 
Should Not 
Attent ion 





Al l Da irymen 
Interv iewed 





High Me dium 
Pr oduc er s  Pr oducer s 
No . % No . % 
8 32 14 56 
1 4 3 12 
16  64 8 32 
25 100 25 100 
*Percent s are rounded to ne are st wh ol e number . 
Low 
Pr oducers 







This study of 75  manufacturing milk producers in Henry County 
was made to detennine the factors not already identified that have 
!,,,• 
influenced these dairymen to adopt and use or not adopt recommended 
dairy management practices . 
A review of other studies revealed the following general points : 
1. · Farmers tend to adopt new ideas or practices at different 
times. 
2. They tend to be at different stages in the adoption process 
on the same and different practices at any . one period of time. 
3. Mass media sources are most important at the awareness and 
interest stages. 
4. Neighbors and friends· are · more important than mass media 
at the evaluation and trial stages. 
5. Personal contact becomes of greater value in the more 
advanced stages · of the adoption process. 
6. Agricultural agencies ' representatives are influential in 
helping to affect individuals who are closest to the adoption of 
practices. 
Dairymen in the study were divided into three equal groups 
of 2 5  producers in high, medium and low groups according to butterfat 
production per cow, and the factors . influencing . dairy management 
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practice adoption. of these groups were considered based on· data ob­
tained from personal interviews. 
I .  REVI EW OF FINDINGS 
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The following is a summary of the information concerning factors 
affecting practice adoption .by _ the Henry County manufacturing milk 
producers in this study: 
1. Of the things liked most by manufacturing �ilk pro�uce�s, 
"the regular income, " was rated · first by · 92  percent of the dairymen 
(84 percent of the hig� and 96 · percent of the low producers). 
2. "Confinement" was the greatest dislike mentioned by 48 per­
cent of the producers in each of the three production - groups. 
3. Manufacturing . milk producers interyiewed felt that recom­
mended production practices most often are not adopted because . the 
"cost outweighs the benefits" (63 percent reporting) , "facilities not 
suited" ( 60 percent· reporting),  and "more rewarding activities claim 
owners time and money" (57 . percent reporting).  
4. Only 9 perce�t of respondents felt that the recommended 
management practices were not sound. 
5. Thirty-seven percent of the produ cers interviewed felt that 
"lack of technical knowledge needed" was the reason ·dairymen did not 
adopt pr�ctices. 
6. ''Milk . plant fieldman" was rated as first choice when seek­
ing advice by 7 5  percent of the dairymen. 
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7. Nearly al l producers (88 percent) listed farm magazines most 
frequently as a source of additional useful dairying information. The 
low group reported 96 percent compared to 76  percent for the high group 
in their listing of this source of additional information �irst. 
8. Seventy-one percent of the dairymen rated radio as their 
second best source of information. 
9. The interviewer was not familiar . with 69 percent of the 
total producers dairy situations. 
10. In the interviewer's opinion, most manufacturing �ilk pro­
ducers (92 percent) that were known wel l  enough to evaluate, should 
pay more attention to the management of their dairy herds. 
II. IMPLICATIONS 
The information obtained in the study of manufacturing milf 
producers in Henry County leads to the fol lowing implic�tions for use 
in Extension program p lanning : 
1. Ninety-two percent of the dairymen sold manufacturing . �ilk 
for the regular income, though about one-half did not like confinement ; 
therefore, it is assumed that the majority would be interested in in­
creasing their net income. 
2. Careful consideration should be given to the major reasons 
given by respondents as to why dairymen did not adopt recommended 
dairy production practices. 
3. Producers who fel t  that there was a need for more technical 
knowledge should  be contacted concerning the dairy farm management 
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week and other opportunities. 
4 .  The importance of working closely with the milk plant field 
man should not be overlooked as an avenue for encouraging · recommended 
practice adoption . 
5. Manufacturing milk producers should be contacted through 
the various sources of information that they indicated they used most. 
6. All manufacturing milk producers in Henry County should be 
familiarized with the information from this study. 
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APPENDIX 
THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE, UNIVERSl'IY OF TENNESSEE 
Knoxville, Tennes see 
TENNESSEE MANUFACTURING MILK PRODUCERS SU�VEY 
INTRODUCTION: I am helping with a survey that is being made by the Uni­
versity of Tennessee. The purpose is to obtain information to use in 
planning programs helpful to manufacturing milk producers. The answers 
you give will be added to those given by other dairymen who are being in­
terviewed in this county and other parts of the state to get a complete 
picture of the dairy situation. Could I have a little of your ti.me to 
go over these questions? 
1. Total acres in farm Cropland acres 
2. Major occupation of the respondent 
a. Full-time farmer e . 
b. Part-time farmer f. 
c. Business (specif� g. 
d. Professional (specify)_ h. 
-------
. Wage earner 
Housewife or widow 
Retired 
Other (specify) __ 
3. Is dairying your major source of income? 
a. Yes b. No 
4. If your answer to question 3 above is NO, what is your major source 
of income? 
5. Would you please complete this sentence? (Hand respondent card. ) 
"The thing I like most about manufacturing milk production is ___ _ 
TO THE I NTERVIEWER: If the respondent mentions more than one thing , write 
· down all of them, and ask him "which is most important?" . Then underscore 
-- . 
it. 
6. Would you please complete this sentence? (Hand respondent card. ) 
"The thing I dislike most about manufacturing milk production is 
TO THE I NTERVIEWER : If the respondent mentions more than one thing, write 




7 .  We ha ve l isted on these ca rds some rea sons why Manufa ct ur ing Mi lk 
Producers do nqt adopt recommended dairy production pra cti ces . (Ha nd 
respondent set o f  ca rds . ) . Now , here is w hat we wo uld l ike you to do : 
a .  Plea se look thro ugh a l l  o f  the ca rds ; read . ea ch one 6ne ;  and pick 
o ut the three ca rds that show why you bel ieve Ma nufa ctu ring Milk 
Production Producers do not use better prod uction pra ct i ces . A fter 
you ha ve selected the three ca rds , plea se ha nd me the rest . 
b .  Now , these three rea sons a re not o f  the same impo rtance ;  so please 
go thro ugh them a nd decide. which one is pro ba bly o f  most impo rtance.  
Plea se gi ve me the number on . the ba ck of  the ca rd .  Also ,  please 
do this with the other two ca rds. 
Rank · l 2 3 
Ca rd - N umber 
Are there a ny other rea sons w hy you bel ieve da iry fa rmers do not 
adopt recommended dai ry production practi ces? 
10 TIIE INTERVIEWER : The purpose o f  this  next q uestion is to find o ut i f  
t he respondent--
( ! )  is awa re o f  certa in recommended pra ctices 
( 2) i s  interested in  using them 
( 3) has tried them 
(4)  is stil l  using them , . or will use them . when . the need· arises 
( 5 )  a nd his rea sons for n ever try ing the pra ctices , or for not using them 
a ft er try ing them . 
INTERVI EWER hand ea ch ca rd to respondent sepa rately a fter say ing: "I ha ve 
· here a set o f  ca rds .  On ea c h  ca rd is a da iry production pra ctice . Would 
you read eac h  ca rd a�d tel l me whether or· not you ha ve tried - that pra ctice? " 
(C heck Yes or No in the ''Has Tried" col umn below. ) 
I n  his reply , the respondent may a lso a nswer . the other fo ur points . I f  
not , interviewer wi l l  a sk app rop riate questions to obta in . the a nswers .  
Check in  approp riate col umns below . 
8 .  




Heard of ested In Will Use Has Tried 
Recommended Dairy Produc- Ye s 
tion Practices (a ) 
( 1 ) Using artificial in-
semination in the 
breeding of 50% or 
more of your cows 
(exclude heifers) 
i . Reasons for never trying 
( 2 )  Breeding ea ch bull to 
I I a bull of same breed 
i .  Reasons for never trying 
-- ---
( 3 ) Having a basis for 
weighing feed and 
grain according to pro­
duction with special 
attention to assure 
that high producers 
receive enough grain 
(i . e . , 1-3 or 1-4) 
No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 
practice OR not using after trying 
I 
practice OR not using after trying 
i .  Reasons for
� 
trying practice OR not using after trying 
(4) Providing an adequate 
I I I I I I I I I 
(6-8 tons annually per 
cow) supply of silage 
(when fed with hay) 
i. Reasons for
� 
trying practice OR not using after trying 
(5 )  Providing high quality 
silage (i . e . , corn cut 
in dent stage , alfalfa 
in ea rly bloom stage 
and gra sses in boot 
stage) 
i .  Reasons for
� 
trying practice OR not using after . trying 
(6) Providing enough 
roughage (2½ lb . 
of hay equiva lent 
per cwt . of body 
weight daily) by 
supp lementing sil age 
with hay (1-2 tons 
annua lly  per cow )  
Read or 
He ard of 
Yes No 








Will Use Ha s Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
(e) (f) (g) (h ) 
i .  Rea sons for
� 
trying pra ctice O R  not using after trying 
(7 ) Providing high qual ity 
hay (i . e . ,  a lfa lfa cut 
at bud to 1/10 bloom 
stage , grasses and 
sma l l  grains in boot 
stage) 
i . Reasons for never trying practice O R  not using after trying 
(8) Providing hay and/or 
sil age when cows are 
on pasture I I I I I I I I I  
i .  Rea sons for never trying practice O R  not using after trying 
(9) Providing an adequate 
amount (1-2 acres per 
cow ) of improved pa s­
ture (e . g . , orchard 
grass and ladino) 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR  not using after trying 
(10) Providing sufficient 
summer pasture (1/4 
to 1/2 A .  per cow ) I I I I I I I I I 
i .  Reasons for ·never trying practice OR not using after trying 
(11) Keeping adequate milk 
production records on 
a per cow basis (i . e . , 
D • H .  I • R .  , D • H .  I .A .  , 




( a )  (b) 
Inter-
ested In 
Yes - No 




Wil l Use Has Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
(e ) ( f )  (g) (h) 
i. Reasons !£!
� 
trying practice OR not using after trying 
(12 ) Raising at least 75% 
of all herd replace­
ments I I I I I I I I I 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice O R  not using after trying 
average of sixty days 
(13) Annua lly providing an 
I I I I I I I per cow for dry period ------------------------
i .  Reasons for never trying practice O R  not using after trying 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice OR  not using after trying 
I 
i .  Reasons for never try ing practice or not using after trying 
i .  Reasons for never trying practice O R  not using after trying 
( 1 7 ) Va cc ina t ing a l l  calves  
(at  4- 1 0  months of  
age ) for  bruce l lo s is , 
blackleg , e tc .  
Read or 
Heard of  
Yes No 
( a )  (b )  
Inter-
e s ted In 
Ye s No 
( c )  (d)  
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I s  Us ing 
or 
Wil  1 Use Ha s Tr ied 
Ye s No Ye s No 
(e )  ( f )  ( g ) (h) 
i .  Re a sons for neve r trying  pract ice O R  not us ing a f ter  trying 
( 1 8) Keeping adequa te herd 
records 
( a )  Ca lv ing 
(b) Hea l th 
( c )  Hea t  
i .  Reasons for neve r trying pra ct ice O R  not us ing a fte r  try ing 
i .  Re asons  for neve r trying pra ct ice O R  not us ing afte r  trying 
( 20)  Having a rout ine che ck 
made (eve ry 6 mo . )  of  
m il king system as to 
recommended vacuum 
leve l and pul sa t ion 
rate (varie s with 
manufa cture r) 
i .  Rea sons for -� t ry ing pract ice O R  not us ing after  try ing 
i .  Reasons for neve r trying pract ice O R  not us ing a fte r  trying 
(22 ) Systematically us ing 
a recommended - method 
of fly control around 













Will Use Ha s Tried 
Yes No Yes No 
(e) (f ) ( g ) (h) 
i. Reasons for � trying practice OR  not using after trying 
ii. TO INTERVI EWER: I f  recommended method is used , explain the 
system mentioned: 
---------------------
(23) Getting the advice of 
I :I I I I I 
professional dairy 
workers I I 
i .  Reasons for � trying practice OR not us ing after trying 
9. During the pa st year , have you talked with anyone about the manage­
ment of your dairy herd? 
a. Yes b .  No 
'IO THE INTERVIEWER: I f  No , skip to question 1 1 . I f  Yes , a sk  question 
1 0  first. 
1 0. With whom have you talked? (Check one or more of the following. 
If  respondent gives names , write them at the s ide and check list 
later. ) 
a. County agent 
b. Extension dairyman 
c. Local veterinarian __ 
_ 
d. D. H. I .A. superviso_r __ 
e. A. B.A . technician --­
· f. Vo-Ag teacher 
g. Milk plant f ield man 
h. Feed dealer or sales� 
i. Banker or PCA representative 
j. Neighbor or friend (other 
dairyman) 
k. Health department sanitarian 
1 .  Other (specify) ------
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1 1 . From which of the fol lowing other sources did you receive informa­
tion useful in the management of your dairy herd during the past 
year? 
a .  Univ . bul letins and publications 
b .  Commercial (feed company) bul letins 
c .  Farm magazine s 
d .  Daily newspape� 
� - Weekly newspapers_ 
f .  Radio 
g .  Television 
h .  Farm meetings 
i .  Fie ld days andtours 
j .  News letters 
--
12 . What was the highe st grade leve l  that you completed? (Circle one ) 
0 1 234567 8 9 10 1 1  12 1 2 3 4 Bachelor ' s  Master ' s  Doctor 's  
None Grade Sch . H .  s .  Col. Underg . Degree Degree Degree 
13 . Age of respondent? 
a .  Under 2 5  d .  45-54 
b .  2 5-34 e .  5 5-64-
-
c .  35-44 f .  65 or�-
14 . What plans do you have for the future management of your dairy herd? 
(Including 23 practice s l isted earlier plus any others mentioned . )  
1 5 . (I f re spondent says he has no plans in que stion 14 above , ask why not . ) 
1 5 . What land use system did you fol low last ye ar? 
Crop 
Corn (grain) 
Corn (sil age) 

























1 7 .  How many dairy animals in each of the following classifications did 
you have last year? 
Total Registered Grade 
a .  
b .  
c .  






heifers over 1 year of age 
heifers under 1 year of age 
bulls 
1 8 .  How many dairy animals in each of the classifications did you have 
in the following breeds? (Check with question 1 7  to see totals are 
the same . ) 
Breed 
a .  Brown Swiss 
b .  Guernsey 
c .  Holstein 
d .  Jersey 
e .  O ther 
(please specify) 
Number of Cows 
Regis . Grade 
---
Number of Heifers 
Regis . Grade 
--- ---
Number of Bulls 
Regis . Grade 
---
19 . Do you now have more , the same or fewer dairy cows than you had last 
year? 
a .  More i .  How many more? ii . -Why? 
b .  Same i .  Why? 
c .  Fewer i .  How many fewer? ii . Why? 
20 . How do you breed your heifers ?  
a . Artificially b .  Naturally 
----- ----
21 . What type bull do you use on your heifers ? 
a .  Dairy b .  Beef 
----
22 . What type of bull do you use on your cows? 
a .  Dairy 
----
b .  Beef 
23 . What percent protein do you use in your dairy ration? 
a. 12% b .  14% c .  16% d .  1 8% e .  Other (specify) _
_ 
24 . Do you mix your own concentrates? 
a .  Yes b .  Some c .  No 
---
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TO INTERVIE.WER: If the answer to question 24 above was Yes , skip 
to que stion 2 6 . If the answer was Some or · No , ask - question 2 5 .  
25 . If you do not mix your own con centrate s ,  how do you provide for 
them? 
2 6 . Do you grind your hay? a .  Yes b .  No 
TO INTERVI E.WER : If the answer to question 2 6  above was Yes , ask 
question 27 . If answer was No , s kip to 2 8 .  
2 7 . Please explain how hay is ground and fed . 
-------------
28 . What type of hay do you usually feed? 
a .  Legume __ _ b .  Grass c. Legume-grass __ _ 
29. How do you supply salt and minerals? 
a .  Mix in ration _ b .  Supply them free choice 
c .  Other (spe cif� 
-----------
30 . What source (s)  of water do you have for your herq? 
a .  Drinking cups in barn 
c .  Water outside barn 
b .  Other water in barn 
d .  Pond e .  Stream 
31 . If you have a pond , what distance is it from the barn? yds . 
-----
32 . If  you have a stream , what distance is it from the barn? yds . 
----
33 . What type of milk ing set-up do you have? 
a .  Stanchion b .  Elevated stal l c .  Other (specify) 
34 . Do you have a bul k  tank? 
a .  Yes b .  No 
----
---
35 . If y..9u have a bulk  tank ·, what is its capacity? gal lons 
-----
36 .  Do you have a pipeline system? a .  Yes b .  No 
---
37 . If you do have a pipe line system , doe s it include a workable weigh­
ing device ? 
a .  Ye s b .  No 
---
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'IO INTERVI EWER : If the answer to question 37 was Yes, ask question 
38 . If No, skip to question 39 below . 
38 . Do you use the weighing device? 
a .  Yes b .  No If not , why not? 
-------------
39 . How much loafing barn area do you have for each cow? (in sq . ft . )  
40 . 
a .  Under 30 e .  60-69 
b .  30-39 f .  70 or above 
--
c. 40-49 g .  Box (free) stalls 
--
d .  50-59 
Do you have a silo? a .  Yes b .  No 
'IO INTERVI EWER : If the answer to question 40 is Yes , ask question 
4 1 .  If No , skip to question 42 . 
4 1 .  What type (s ) of silo(s ) do you have? What size? What type of cover 
to you use ? 
Type of Cover 




4 2 . Who does the milking? 
a .  Owner b .  Tenant c .  Other (please specify) __ 
43 .  If person other than owner milks ·, how is he paid? 
a .  Percentage __ b .  Salary __ c.  Combination (specify) 
---
44 . (OPTIONAL ) Approximately what was your total (gross ) family income 
last year? (Hand card to respondent and ask him to select a category . )O 
a .  0- 1999 i . 16 , 000- 17 , 9 99 __ 
b .  2 , 000- 3 , 999 __ j . 18 , 000- 19 , 999  __ 
c .  4 , 000- 5 , 999  __ k .  20 , 000-2 1 , 999 
--
d .  6 , 000- 7  , 999  __ 1 .  22 , 000-23 , 999 
--
e .  8 , 000-9 , 999  __ m .  24 , 000-2 5 , 999 
f .  10 , 000-11 , 99 9  __ n .  2 6 , 000-2 9 , 999-
g .  12 , 000- 13 , 999_ o .  30 , 000-49 , 999 
h .  14 , 000-15 , 999 p . 50 , 000-99 , 999-
-
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45 . How would you rate the present condition and value of your dairy 
herd? 
a .  Exce llent c .  Fair 
b .  Good d .  Poor 
Name of Respondent 
-----------------------------
Address County 
Date 
--------------- --------
Tenure Status 
Number 

